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ABSTRACT 

In highly scattering regimes, the transport equation with anisotropic boundary 

conditions has a limit in which the leading behavior of its solution is determined by 

the solution of a diffusion equation with associated boundary conditions. In order 

for a numerical scheme to be effective in these regimes, it must have both a correct 

interior diffusion limit and a correct boundary condition limit. The behavior of 

several numerical methods are studied in these limits and formulas for the result

ing diffusion equations and its boundary conditions are derived. Theoretic and 

numerical results show that with correct diffusion limits, the numerical methods 

will give promising results with coarse grids throughout the domain, even if the 

boundary layers are not resolved. 

We also prove that with correct diffusion limits, the numerical solutions will 

converge to the transport solution uniformly in f, although the collision opera

tors have a f- 1 contribution to the truncation error that generally gives rise to a 

nonuniform consistency with the transport equation for small f. 

In last part of this dissertation we study numerical methods for the hyperbolic 

systems with long time parabolic behavior. In this regime the lower order terms 

of the hyperbolic systems break the conservation law and the systems become 

parabolic. Most of the numerical methods for conservation laws fail to capture this 

long time behavior, as shown in our analysis. We will solve the general Riemann 

problem of the shallow water equations and use it to modified higher order Godunov 

schemes in order to capture the long time behavior of the nonlinear river equations. 

10 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Consider the linear transport equation in highly diffusive media where the 

mean free path is small compared to typical length scales in the domain. Employing 

an asymptotic expansion in interior of the spatial domain, i.e. away from bound

aries and discontinuous material interfaces, it can be shown that the leading term of 

the expansion satisfies a diffusion equation [12,16]. Through boundary layer tech

nique of matched asymptotic expansions, one can also derive boundary conditions 

appropriate to the diffusion equations [12,24]. The diffusion theory is the basis for 

many numerical calculations of the transport equation. 

This dissertation is devoted to the following four aspects. 

1.1 The Discrete-Ordinate Method in Diffusive Regimes 

The starting point of numerical methods for solving the transport equation 

IS the discrete-ordinate equation which uses quadrature formula to approximate 

the scattering term in transport equation. In so doing, one obtains a system of 

differential equations corresponding to the angular discretization. Applying to this 

discrete-ordinate equation the same asymptotic expansion which leads from the 

transport equation to a diffusion equation one can show that in the interior of the 

domain, the leading behavior is governed by the same diffusion equation provided 

the quadrature set integrates up to cubic polynomials exactly. 

However, in order to obtain good numerical results in these regimes under the 

presence of anisotropic boundary conditions, besides the correct diffusion equation, 

one should also require the correct boundary conditions appropriate to the diffusion 

equation. 

In Chapter 3, the boundary layer analysis that leads from the boundary 

conditions of transport equation to the boundary conditions of the corresponding 

diffusion equation is applied to the discrete-ordinate equation. This analysis will 
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give the boundary conditions of the diffusion equation corresponding to the discrete

ordinate equation. By requiring these boundary conditions to be good approxima

tions of those for the diffusion equation corresponding to the transport equation, 

a condition on the extrapolated endpoint is derived. This puts a new constraint 

on the choice of quadrature set. Together with the constraints on the quadrature 

set so as to get the correct interior diffusion limit, one obtains a system of equa

tions whose solution gives a new quadrature set different from the commonly used 

Gaussian quadrature set. Numerical results have shown the advantages of the new 

quadrature set. In fact, the numerical solutions of transport equation solved by us

ing 16 Gaussian points can be well resolved by using only 4 new quadrature points. 

This result works also well for the problems with interior boundaries between media 

with different material cross sections. 

1.2 Fully-Discrete Numerical Transfer in Diffusive Regimes 

In diffusive regimes, computer storage limitations frequently require the use 

of spatial meshes which are extremely thiclc One may expect accuracy in such 

problems with optically thick cells because away from the boundary layers, due to 

the diffusion theory, the scale length over which the solution vary by 0(1) amount 

constitutes many mean free paths. For a good numerical method, in the interior 

of the domain, its leading asymptotic behavior should satisfy a discrete diffusion 

equation which is a consistent and stable discretization of the transport diffusion 

equation ( if this is true, than this method is said to have the correct interior diffusion 

limit). While On the boundaries, the discrete boundary conditions should also be 

good approximations of the transport diffusion boundary conditions. 

In recent years many works [eg., 17] have been focused on getting the inte

rior diffusion limit right. Our work, however, is to analyze the diffusion boundary 

conditions of those numerical methods. In Chapter 4 we will derive the diffu

sion boundary conditions for two fully-discrete numerical methods (step method 

and cell-edge even-parity discrete-ordinate method) through boundary layer analy

sis and find that in the unresolved boundary layer, the decay of the density fluxes 

is algebraic in lieu of exponential and the thickness of the boundary layer is in the 
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order of thick spatial zone length. The variation of the extrapolated endpoint be

tween thin grids and thick grids are in the order of 10-2 in mean free path To get 

the correct diffusion boundary conditions requires that the extrapolated endpoint 

conditions as well as the incoming fluxes for these methods. We show that the newly 

introduced quadrature set B N gives more accurate extrapolated endpoint condition 

than the Gaussian quadrature set SN. We also pick up a one-way incoming flux 

boundary data for one-material problem which gives exact forcing term in the dis

crete diffusion boundary conditions and is also less sensitive to bad boundary data. 

Numerical examples show that BN quadrature set gives promising results for these 

method with thick meshes throughout the whole system and B4 gives numerical 

results as well as S16. The one-way flux boundary data improves the numerical 

results fro badly-behaved boundary data. 

1.3 The Convergence of Numerical Schemes in Diffusive Regimes 

The convergence of numerical methods for the transport equation has been 

studied extensively in many articles (e.g., [17, 20]). The usual method to do the 

convergence study is to apply the Lax Equivalence Theorem. When a scheme is con

sistent in the sense that the truncation error is small as the maximal zone length goes 

to zero and stable in the sense that the propagation in time of a perturbation in its 

initial data is bounded, then the scheme is convergent [26]. However, for numerical 

transport in diffusive regimes, the collision operator €-l aT • _(€-laT - €aA ) J~l . dJ-L 

has a contribution of €-1 to its truncation error where the small parameter € refers 

to the mean free path thickness compared to the size of the system. Therefore, 

the truncation error of the scheme is not uniformly small as € -4 0 and the numer

ical methods generally give rises to a nonuniform consistency with the transport 

equation, thus degrading its performance in diffusive regimes. 

To determine if a numerical scheme is good or not in diffusive regimes, the 

criteria are a correct interior diffusion approximation and correct diffusion bound

ary conditions. Although numerical experiments have shown the validity of such 

a criteria, the question whether the numerical density convergences uniformly with 
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respect to € to the transport density remains unknown, nor does the order of con

vergence in these regimes. 

It is the goal of Chapter 5 to show that if a numerical method is convergent 

in nondiffusive regime and has a correct diffusive limit in diffusive regimes, then it 

has the convergence to the transport solution uniformly in € in diffusive regimes. 

We also give estimates on the order of convergence for the discrete-ordinate method 

and the cell-edge even-parity scheme in diffusive regimes. 

1.4 Numerical Methods for Hyperbolic Systems with Parabolic Behavior 

Many hyperbolic system of partial differential equations have low order term 

which breaks the conservation form of the system and lead to long-time behavior 

which is parabolic in nature. Such systems are found in combustion theory, multi

phase flow and turbulence modeling where the low order terms may arise describing 

chemical reactions, phase coupling or turbulent kinematics respectively. 

In devising numerical schemes for solving such systems in regimes where the 

parabolic asymptotics become important, it is desirous to insure that the scheme 

properly captures the parabolic behavior. This has been amply demonstrated in 

linear transport theory where the density of particles undergoing collisions with a 

background medium will solve the diffusion equation in the limit of vanishing mean 

free path. However not much attention has been given to this problem for cases of 

genuinely nonlinear systems; in such cases the difficulties of properly capturing the 

development and evolution of discontinuities complicate the picture. 

Most such schemes fail to capture properly this long-time behavior. Ade

quate care must be taken to properly incorporate the low order terms into such 

schemes. 

Our goal is to develop numerical schemes for such systems which are modern 

high order shock capturing schemes, yet which also will correctly handle problems 

involving long times or large gradient lengths. A spatial discretization meeting 

this criterion would allow the use of a coarser grid to resolve spatial features or 

the implementation of implicit temporal differencing to enable one to economically 
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compute to the longer time scales of interest. The main idea is to build the asymp

totics leading to the parabolic behavior into the difference scheme. If done properly, 

the numerical solution should limit to the solution of a good spatial discretization 

of the related parabolic equation. 

In this chapter several difference schemes (upwinds, van Leer and PPM) will 

be studied and compared for the long time behavior of the telegraphers equations. 

We will then study the long time behavior of the river equations and solve the 

Riemann problem of the shallow water equations. Higher order Godunov schemes 

based on this Riemann solver will be applied and compared for this problem. 

We conclude our discussion in Chapter 7. Several appendices are attached 

at the end of this dissertation which show some detailed work of our analyses. 
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Chapter 2 

THE DIFFUSION LIMIT FOR THE TRANSPORT EQUATION 

Consider the one dimensional, one speed transport equation in an isotropic 

medium for a particle density iit( t, x, J.L) where XL < X ::; Xn, t ~ 0, and -1 ::; J.L ::; 1 

is the cosine of the angle between the direction of travel of the particle and the 

positive x-axis: 

(2.1) 

where the scalar flux <I> is defined by 

1
1 

- 1 - I I cI>(t,x) = 2" 'I!(t,X,J.L )dJ.L , 
-1 

(2.1b) 

the boundary conditions are 

for J.L > 0, (2.1c) 

and the initial condition is given by 

(2.1d) 

In problem (2.1), aT (x), aA (x) and Q( x) are the total and absorption coef

ficients and the source at the point x. Here all the notations with tildes indicate 

dimensional physical quantities. For simplicity, material and boundary conditions 

are treated here as time independent although the results are valid if they are slowly 

varymg. 

In diffusive regimes where the mean free path is small compared to typical 

scale lengths in the domain, consider the asymptotic scaling [12,16] 

t aT -
t ---+ - ,ifI' ---+ - ,UA ---+ faA ,Q ---+ €Q , 

€ € 
(2.2) 

where the small parameter € denotes the ratio of the thickness of the typical mean 

free path to the size of the problem. The scaling (2.2) is in such a way that it is a 

long time behavior and the physical total coefficient aT is large, while the physical 
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absorption coefficient (jA and the physical source Q are small and comparable in 

size. Under such a diffusive scaling, the transport problem (2.1) can be written in 

a rescaled version as 

(2.3a) 

where the scalar flux is defined by 

(2.3b) 

with the boundary conditions 

for J-l > 0, (2.3c) 

and the initial condition 

(2.3d) 

In problem (2.3), all quantities are 0(1) and have 0(1) derivatives with respect to 

x, except for the small parameter €. 

For simplicity, we assume that (JT (x), (JA (x) and Q( x) are continuous func

tions of x, so boundary layers in the above problem can occur only within a few 

mean free paths of the endpoints x = XL and x = Xn and an initial layer occurs 

within a few mean free paths of t = o. 
As € ~ 0, the solution of problem (2.1) can be shown [12,16] to satisfy: 

(2.4) 

where 8( t, x) satisfies the diffusion equation 

ate - a -a e + 5'\ e = 1Q - [1 -] - -
x 3iJT x 2 ' 

(2.5a) 

with the diffusion boundary conditions 

(2.5b) 
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(2.5c) 

and the initial condition 

1
1 

- 1 e(O,X) = eI(X) = 2" iJ!I(x,p)dp. 
-1 

(2.5d) 

The expansion (2.4) is generally not valid arbitrarily close to x = XL' X = XR and 

t = 0 due to boundary layers and an initial layer of width 0(1':) which may exist in 

the transport solution, but do not exist in the simpler diffusion solution. Also, in 

the diffusion boundary conditions (2.5b,c), the Case's W -function W(p) is defined 

as 

(2.6) 

with 
1 1 11 1 7rP' X(z) = --exp - tan-1 dp' 

1 - Z 7r 0 p' - z 2(1 - p' tanh -1 p') 
(2.7) 

which is the X-function tabulated for 0 ::; Z ::; 1 in [6, Table L.14, p.337]. The 

number 

A = 11 pW(p)dp = 0.710446··· (2.8) 

is the distance in mean free paths of the extrapolated endpoint from the boundary 

[12,24]. 

For the rescaled transport problem (2.3), one can also show that as I': -+ 0, 

(2.9) 

where e( t, x) satisfies the diffusion equation 

ate - a [_I_a e] + uAe - 1Q x 30'1' x - 2 , (2.10a) 

with the diffusion boundary conditions 

(2.10b) 

(2.10c) 
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and the initial condition 

(2.10d) 

Equation (2.5a) or (2.lOa) is the standard diffusion approximation to the 

transport equation. The boundary conditions (2.5b) and (2.5c) or (2.10b) and 

(2.10c) are derived by performing boundary layer analysis in the neighborhood of 

the boundaries x = XL and x = Xn and matching the boundary layer expansion to 

the interior (diffusion) expansion [12,24]. Both unsealed and scaled equations will 

be used later as needed. 
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Chapter 3 

THE DISCRETE-ORDINATE METHOD IN DIFFUSIVE REGIMES 

3.1 The Method and Its Interior Diffusion Limit 

Suppose {J.lm, am} are any symmetric quadrature set of even order 2M with 

the quadrature points J.lm'S ordered by 

-1 < J.l-M < J.l-(M-l) < ... < J.l-l < 0 < J.ll < J.l2 < ... < J.lM < 1, (3.1) 

such that 

and m = 1,2,···,M, 

and the quadrature weights am's at least satisfy 

M 
1 ~( )ka _ { 1, for k = 0, 
2 L.J J.ln n - t , for k = 2 , 

n=l 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

Here the symmetry (3.2) of the quadrature set is for simplicity and common usage 

for highly scattering problems. Condition (3.3) simply means that the quadrature 

set is exact for integration up to cubic polynomials. 

For particle density 1f;:n(t, x), define the scalar flux ¢>£(t, x) as 

(j/(t,x)=t L 1f;~(t,x)an, 
l::;lnl::;M 

(3.4) 

then the discrete-ordinate equation of the rescaled transport equation (2.3) can be 

written as 

€ 8t 1f;:n + J.lm 8x1f;:n + a: 1f;:n = [a: - €0-4 ] ¢>£ + € Q, 

with boundary conditions 

for m > 0, 

and initial condition 

for 1 ::; Iml ::; M , 

(3.5a) 

(3.5b) 

(3.5c) 
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where f L m and f R m are defined by collocation: 

for m > 0, (3.6a) 

and '!/JIm (x) are defined by angular average: 

for 1 ~ Iml ~ M , (3.6b) 

where 1-'±1/2 = 0 and l-'±m+I/2 = ±2(al + ... + am). for m > O. 

It can be shown by asymptotic analysis that under the conditions (3.3), as 

€ -J. 0, away from the boundaries, the solution of the discrete-ordinate equation 

(3.5a) satisfies 

'!/J:n = fJ - € I-'m 8x fJ + O(€2), 
(JT 

where fJ( t, x) is the solution of the diffusion equation 

with initial condition 

fJ(O, x) = fJI(X) == t L '!/JImam. 
l::;lml::;M 

(3.7) 

(3.8a) 

(3.8b) 

Since Eq.(3.8a) and Eq.(2.10a) are the same diffusion equations, the discrete

ordinate equation has the correct diffusion limit in the interior of the domain. Note 

that fJI(X) = 0I(X) by the definition of '!/JIm in (3.6b). Hence the initial condition 

of fJ is exactly the same as that of 0. However, in order to have good numerical 

solutions of the transport equation in the diffusion limit, the boundary conditions 

for fJ(t, x), which is derived below in next section, should also be the same as those 

for 0(t,x). 

3.2 The Diffusion Boundary Conditions 

In order to determine the boundary conditions for the above diffusion Equa

tion (3.8a), it is necessary to perform boundary layer analyses in the neighborhood 

of the boundaries x = XL and x = xll • The required boundary conditions are 
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obtained by matching the boundary layer expansion to the interior diffusion expan

sion. Below we consider the boundary layer at x = XL; the analysis near x = Xn is 

obtained in a similar manner. 

By introducing 

x = h(x) = l x 

ur(s)ds, 
XL 

(3.9) 

the discrete-ordinate equation (3.4a) becomes 

1 Af 
,.. ,..,., wI L A A 

€ 8t '1fJ:n + Pm 8x'1fJ:n + -'1fJ:n = - '2 '1fJ~G:n + € Q , 
€ € 

l::;lnl::;M 
(3.10) 

where, if the scattering ratio w f (x) is used which, in the way the discrete-ordinate 

equation (3.5a) is scaled, is defined as 

and 
¢:n(t, X) = '1fJ:n(t,h- 1(X)) , 

Wf(X) = Wf(h-l(X)) , 

Q(X) = Q(h-1(X)). 

Now we employ the stretching transformation 

y=X/€ 

in (3.10) to obtain the boundary layer equation for p~(t, y) = ¢~(t, eX) as 

28 f + 8 f + f A f1 ~ f + 2QA 
€ tPm pm yPm Pm = W '2 L..-J PnG: n € , 

l::;lnl::;M 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

where 0::; y < 00 and m = ±1, ±2,"', ±M. Assume that p~ is given asymptot

ically by 

(3.15) 

Inserting Eqs.(3.11) and (3.15) into (3.14) and ignoring all O( €2) terms, the following 

system of equations for the leading term P?n (y) can be obtained: 

(3.16) 
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The function p~ must also satisfy the boundary condition at x = XL' namely, 

(3.17) 

for m = 1, 2, ... , N . 

For the boundary layer at x = xn[X = Xo = J:: aT (t)dt] , by employing the 

transformation z = (Xo - X)/e }, a similar expansion can be constructed which 

will satisfy the given boundary condition at that end. 

Note that the operator T defined in (3.16) has constant coefficients. This fact 

is the basis for the use of the constant coefficient half space problem in asymptotic 

diffusion theory. 

We seek the solutions of Eq.(3.16) of the form 

(3.18) 

(In analogy with ordinary terminology, we call the 1m "eigenfunction", and the 

corresponding e "eigenvalue".) Inserting this ansatz into the homogeneous equation 

(3.16) gives the eigenfunction equation 

Hence 1m must have the form 

I _ constant 
m - 1 - J-lme ' 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

where the 'constant' is independent of m. Substituting the 1m into the eigenfunction 

equation (3.19) shows that the eigenvalues e must satisfy the characteristic equation 

(3.21) 

It has been shown [7,15] that e = 0 is a double root of Eq.(3.21). The characteristic 

equation admits only 2M - 2 distinct nonzero roots, which must occur in pairs as 

(i=1,2, ... ,M-1) (3.22) 
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by symmetry of the quadrature set such that all these roots are numerically greater 

than 1 and lie between the simple poles {11 pd of the characteristic equation (3.21), 

I.e., 
1 1 

-- < ei <-, 
PH 1 Pi 

(i = 1,2, .. ·,M -1). (3.23) 

Hence the solution of (3.19) can then be expressed as 

p?n(y) = a + bey - Pm) + (3.24) 
1::;lil::;M -1 

in which the functions 1 and (y- Pm) are the solutions of the eigenfunction equation 

(3.19) corresponding to the double root zero and l~), the eigenfunction correspond

ing to the nonzero eigenvalue ei, is defined by Eq.(3.20) with the constant set to be 

1, i.e., 

(i = 1,2, .. ·,M -1). (3.25) 

The constant a and b as well as A(i) will be determined by the boundary condition at 

y = 0 and the matching condition as y -l- 00. Clearly, the diffusion approximation 

contains no growing exponentials, so that the matching condition implies that 

for ei < O. (3.26) 

Employing (3.26) in (3.24) and applying the boundary condition (3.17) at y = 0 

gives 
M-l 

JL m = a - bpm + L A(i)l~), 
i=1 

Eq.(3.27) may be solved for a and A(i) (see the Appendix) as 

and 

M 

a = )'b+ L JLmWm, 
711=1 

M-l M ( ) M-l ( ) -1 M 
A(i) = b( _l)M IT en IT :i -Pm IT 1 - ~~ + L JL 711P~) , 

n=1 111=1 n=l ,n=1 
n;ei 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 
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where 
M M-l 1 

A= LPm- L-
m=1 n=1 en 

(3.30) 

is the distance in mean free path of the discrete extrapolated endpoint from the 

boundary, 

M-l ( ) M 
Wm = (_1)M-l g e~ - Pm J1 (I'm - J.tn)-1 , (3.31) 

n~m 

is the discrete W -function, and 

. M-l M-l( e)-1M (1) 
p~) = II (1 - enJ.tm) II 1 - ~ II (I'm - J.tn)-1 ~ - J.tn 

n=1 n=l e, n=l e, (3.32) 

n~i n~m 

In order to complete the matching procedure, we assume the existence of 

a domain of overlap in which both the boundary layer and interior (diffusion) ex

pansions are valid. Then by comparing the expansions at a fixed value of x (or 

equivalently X) we obtain the matching conditions. We first consider the behavior 

of p~(y) as y -+ 00 since (3.13) implies that y -+ 00 as € -+ 0. Thus as y -+ oo,p~ 

behaves like 

(3.33) 

N ow we examine the behavior of the interior expansion for X fixed in the neighbor

hood of X = 0. Recall the interior expansion (3.7), if we replace 1/Jm and 0 by ¢m 
and {j respectively, then (3.7) can be rewritten as 

(3.34) 

where 

B(t, x) = O(t, h- l (x)). (3.35) 

Employing Taylor expansion on right hand side of (3.34) near X = ° gives 

¢~,(t,X) = B(t,O) + X8xB(t, 0) + O(X2) - €J.tm [8x B(t, 0) + O(X)] + O(€2) 

= B(t, 0) + € 8x B(t, O)(y - Pm) + O(X2 + X € + €2), (3.36) 
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because X = €y. Since X is near 0, assume, for example, X = O( €~), then (3.36) 

becomes 
,.. ,..,.. 4 

'l/J:n(t,X) = 8(t,0) + €8x8(t,0)(y - J1.m) + O(€a). (3.37) 

Now, matching Eqs.(3.37) with (3.33) implies 

a = B(t, 0) , b = €8x B(t,0). (3.38) 

Changing B back to 8 gives 

a = 81 ' X=XL 
(3.39) 

Equations (3.39) and (3.28) yield the diffusion boundary condition for 8 at x = XL' 

(3AOa) 

One can similarly show that at boundary x = Xn , 8 satisfies 

(3AOb) 

where A is given by (3.30). 

3.3 A Modified Quadrature Set 

It has been shown in the preceding sections that the leading behavior of both 

the transport equation and the discrete-ordinate equation are determined by e and 

8 respectively which are solutions of the same diffusion equation. However, e and 

8 in general need not be equal because they satisfy different boundary conditions. 

In this section, we introduce quadrature sets for which these boundary conditions 

are equivalent for an important class of boundary data. These quadrature sets will 

be shown in the next section to have the accuracy of numerical simulations both at 

boundaries and different material interfaces. 

Comparing the boundary conditions for 8 in (3.40) with those of e in 

(2.lOb,c), it is natural to require that their extrapolated endpoints are equal ( 

A = A): 
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M M-I 1 1 

~Ilm - ~ en = 1IlW(Il)dll (= 0.710446 .. ·). (3.41) 

By imposing this condition, correct extrapolated endpoint condition is obtained. 

It is also important that the forcing terms in Eqs.(2.1O.b,c) and (3.40) match. 

This is to say that 
M 1 

L JLmWm = 1 W(Il)F;.(Il)dll, 
m=I 0 

(3.42a) 

and 
M 1 

L JRmWm = 1 VV(Il)Fn(ll)dll· 
m=l 0 

(3.42b) 

hold for any functions F;. (Il) and Fn (Il). For single material problems, these can be 

achieved by choosing the following one-way flux boundary data for m > 0, 

1 J.Wm +1!2 
JL m = -;- W(Il)F;. (Il)dll, 

m Wm-l!2 

(3.43a) 

and 
1 J.

w
m+l!2 

JRm= Wm W
m

-l!2 W(Il)Fn(Il)dll, (S.43b) 

where WI/2 = 0 and 

Wm+I/2 = WI + W2 + ... + Wm , for m = 1,2,···, M, (3.44) 

due to the normalization condition (A.22) of Wm proved in Appendix A. By doing 

so the diffusion boundary conditions (3.40) of the discrete-ordinate method are 

identical to the diffusion boundary conditions (2.3b,c) of the transport equation. 

These boundary data are also much less sensitive to discontinuous boundary data. 

For multi-material problems, changing the boundary data is not appropriate. 

However, Corollary A.2 in Appendix A shows that if F;. (Il) and Fn (Il) are both linear 

in Il and JL m and JR m are defined by collocation (3.6a), then the extrapolated 

endpoint condition (3.41) will guarantee Eqs.(3.42). Since the emergent flux from a 

diffusion region is approximately linear, this linear assumption covers an important 
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class of boundary data, especially those with multi-material interfaces. So for multi

material problems we just use the collocation boundary data (3.6a). 

For a general 82M equation, the quadrature set has 4M unknowns f-li and ai 

where i = ±1, ±2 ... , ±M. To get the correct interior diffusion limit right requires 

the extrapolated endpoint conditions (3.3). To get the boundary conditions right 

requires condition (3.41). These conditions give three constraints on the quadrature 

set which are 
M 

Lan = 1, 
n=l 

(3.45) 

and the extrapolated endpoint condition (3.41). Another 2M - 3 equations are 

needed to close the algebraic equations. What we do is simply increasing the order 

of accuracy of the quadrature set by adding 

M 

L 2i 1 
a ---f-ln n - 2i + 1 ' 

n=1 
(i = 2,· .. , 2M - 2) (3.46) 

to our system of equations. Hence our equations for the quadrature set consist of 

(3.41), (3.45) and (3.46). It differs from Gaussian quadrature only by replacing 

the condition L:~=I(f-ln)4M-2an = 4,1-1 with the extrapolated endpoint condition 

(3.41 ). 

The modified quadrature sets ( we call it BN because it is derived from 

boundary layer analysis) for N from 4 to 12 are exhibited in Table 3.I. 

Although the existence of such quadrature sets for any N remains unproved, 

it seems from our tabulation that the modified quadrature set exists and is well

behaved. The importance of our analysis are greater when N is small. In fact, as 

is shown by numerical results in the next section, a solution computed with B4 can 

match the "exact" solution calculated with high N using Gaussian quadrature sets. 

As N becomes large, the extrapolated endpoint condition of Gaussian quadrature 

approaches to 0.710446 ... , so the need for modifying the quadrature set becomes 

less acute. 
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TABLE 3.1 

The Modified Quadrature Set BN and the Characteristic Roots 

±Pi O!i ± ei 

N=4 

0.253619 0.551229 2.794160 

0.814716 0.448771 0.000000 

N=6 

0.155385 0.355008 5.250923 

0.576654 0.424372 1.344963 

0.912363 0.220619 0.000000 

N = 8 

0.112164 0.260781 7.722121 

0.436752 0.347028 1.875769 

0.751377 0.267192 1.138871 

0.950828 0.124999 0.000000 

N = 10 

0.087773 0.205853 10.19628 

0.349553 0.286825 2.438394 

0.623415 0.251460 1.388762 

0.839636 0.176274 1.074698 

0.968810 0.079588 0.000000 

N = 12 

0.072101 0.169970 12.67091 

0.290789 0.242635 3.012514 

0.528456 0.226144 1.667546 

0.734471 0.182707 1.224719 

0.888694 0.123649 1.046544 

0.978528 0.054894 0.000000 
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The concept of using medium-dependent quadrature sets is not new. In [9], 

some quadrature sets for the discrete-ordinate method in non diffusive regimes are 

introduced. These sets reduce to that of Gauss quadrature in diffusive regimes and 

therefore differ from the new set proposed here. 

3.4 Numerical Examples 

In this section, we describe numerical results for two time independent prob

lems chosen to test the theoretical predictions made in the previous sections. All of 

the solutions plotted are scalar fluxes <p( x) in (3.3) obtained by using spatially well

resolved diamond-difference method with 11000 equal optically thin spatial cells. 

The 8 16 results, as a good approximation to the exact solution, refer to the solution 

solved by using the usual 816 Gaussian quadrature set. The 84 solutions refer to 

the solution using usual 84 Gaussian quadrature set and the B4 solutions refer to 

the solutions obtained by using B4 quadrature set. 

Given the continuous boundary data F(J-l), the "exact" solution 8 16 is com

puted simply by using the collocation boundary data (3.6a). For 84 and B4 , we use 

the one-way flux boundary data defined by (3.43) for one-material problem and the 

collocation boundary data (3.6a) for multi-material problem. 

Problem 3.1 

J-lOx'If(x,J-l) + 20'If(x,J-l) = 20· ! I: 'If(x,J-l')dJ-l', O<x<l1, (3.47) 

'If (0, J-l) = 5 sin J-l , if J-l > 0 , 

'If (11, J-l) = 0 , if J-l < 0 . 
(3.48) 

This is a purely scattering problem with mean free path = 1/20. The boundary 

condition on the left endpoint is 5 sin(J-l) which is well behaved and close to linear 

function 5J-l when J-l is small. 

Fig.3.1 shows the results on interval (0,2). The situation on interval (2,11) 

is similar. The modified quadrature set B4 gives a better solution in this case while 

84 is not as good in the diffusive regime. In Fig.3.2, the solutions in the boundary 
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layer (first two mean free paths) are plotted. The B4 solution matches SIG solution 

very rapidiy while S4 does it slowly. 

We have done convergence study which shows that Bs almost resolves the 

S16 solution, even with collocation boundary data. 

It is worth noting that S4 solution with one-way flux boundary data works 

, 
~ . 
3 
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"1"..... .... . 
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Figure 3.1: Numerical results for Problem 3.1. Comparison of B4 and S4 solutions in region [0,2] 

with the new one-way flux boundary data. 
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Figure 3.2: Numerical results for Problem 3.1. Comparison of B4 and S4 solutions at the boundary 

layer on the left boundary. 
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much better than the collocation boundary data, while B4 is less sensitive to the 

choice of boundary data for this problem. So for single material problem with few 

quadrature points, we suggest the use of one-way flux boundary condition (3.43) 

which is less sensitive to discontinuous boundary data. 

Problem 9.2 

if 0 < x < 1, 
if 1 < x < 11, 

if 0 < x < 1, 
if 1 < x < 11, 

W(O,Jl) =5, 

Well, Jl) = 0, 

if Jl > 0, 

if Jl < O. 

, .• r-........ -....--....-..---.--..--........ -..---.---, 
' .. ,. -...... 
'14' • 

.................. 

I.' .~-:.:-:. ,--:.:-.• --:.:-.• --:.:-: .• _ .... 1 --:''''':'.1--:' ...... -, ...... -, ...... --' PM"_. 

(3.49) 

(3.50) 

(3.51 ) 

(3.52) 

Figure 3.3: Numerical results for Problem 3.2. Comparison of B4 and 54 solutions in region [0,2]. 

This is .an example of two-material problems with different cross sections. It 

contains a purely absorbing interval (0,1) and a purely scattering interval (1,11) 

in which the mean free path is 1/20. In the purely absorbing region, the solution 

decays exponentially as exp( -aT x). In the purely scattering region, the solution is 

diffusive. A boundary layer is going to form in the interface near :I; = 1 between 

two materials. 
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Numerical results show that B4 resolves S16 very well in both the purely 

absorbing region and the purely scattering region while 54 does not work so well. 

Fig.3.3 gives the solutions in the absorbing region and part of scattering region. It 

can be seen that B4 resolves S16 much better that S4 in this region. The rest of 

the scattering region has a similar situation. Vve can also see the transitions at the 

interface within two mean free paths of both sides of x = 1 in Fig.3A. B4 improves 

the result of S4 a lot in that boundary layer. 
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Figure 3.4: Numerical results for Problem 3.2. Comparison of B4 and 54 solutions at the interface 

boundary layer near X = 1. 



Chapter 4 

FULLY-DISCRETE NUMERICAL TRANSFER 

IN DIFFUSIVE REGIMES 

4.1 The Balance Equation 

34 

The starting point for spatially discrete methods is the balance equation, 

obtained by integrating the discrete-ordinate equation (3.5a) over the spatial cell 

Zj-t < Z < ZHt (j = 1,2,··· ,J): 

a.7. + (fim,j+l/2 - ¢m,j-l/2 + ar.,.7. . = [ar., _ 5-1] 1. + Q- . 
t'f/m J-lm ~z. ) 'f/m,) ) ) 'f/J J' 

J 

( 4.1) 

where the scalar flux ¢ j is defined by 

(4.2) 

Here, we have defined 

(4.3) 

( 4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

and we have taken OJ and OJ to be representative values of aT (z) and aA (z) in the 

jth cell. 

If, in the physical problem to be solved, aT and aA are constants in each spa

tial cell, then the balance equation (4.1) is exact, in the sense that it follows without 

approximation from the discrete-ordinate equation (3.5). However, it contains two 

basic unknowns, the cell-edge flux ¢m,Hl/2 and cell-average flux ¢mj, and an extra 

"auxiliary" equation relating these two fluxes must be specified so that the resulting 
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two equations yield a viable numerical methods. Different auxiliary equations give 

different numerical methods. 

4.2 The Asympototic Scalings 

There are three asymptotic scalings in numerical computations of the trans

port equation which depend on the choice of t:::.z j. Let p be a scale length over 

which those tilde quantities in the balance equations (4.1) vary by at most an 0(1) 

amount. For 
Typical mean free path 1 

e= ~ , 
Typical scale length 

(4.7) 

and 

T = ifI' t:::.z = number of mean free paths per spatial cell, (4.8) 

our asymptotic scalings are defined in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 

The Asymptotic Scaling 

t:::.Z T Regime 
0(e1+O: p) O(eO:), (a > 0) thin 

O(ep) 0(1) intermediate 
O( e1 CI p) O(e CI), (O<a<l) thick 

In Table 4.1 the name assigned to each regime connotes the optical thickness of a 

typical spatial cell. 

Truncation error analyses on numerical schemes for the transport equation 

always has a e-1 factor such that the schemes lose accuracy in the diffusive regimes 

where e is small. In this chapter, we shall dwell on the thick regime, while the thin 

and intermediate regimes have been studied by many literatures (e.g.,[23]). 

To clarify the meaning of the thick diffusion limi ts, let us consider FigA.1. On 

this figure, the point labeled "Discrete SN" denotes any problem with angular and 

spatial discretizations. As t:::.z --+ 0 with E fixed, the discrete SN equation converges 
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to the analytic SN equations (~z = 0, € > 0). If now € -+ 0, the analytic SN 

equations asymptotically approach to the analytic diffusion equation (~z = 0, € = 0) 

which is the result we stated in Chapter 2. Also, if one starts with a legitimate 

(consistent and stable) discrete diffusion equation (labeled as ~z > 0, € = 0) and 

let ~z -+ 0, one obtains the analytic diffusion equation, as shown in FigA.1. 

6X 

DISCRETIZED 
DIFFUSION 

ANALYTIC 
DIFFUSION 

DISCRETIZED 
-------------- SN 

----------------~-E 
ANALYTIC Stl 

Figure 4.1: The graphic interpretation of the thick limit 

In the thick regime, as € -+ 0, the truncation error does not go to zero 

uniformly on € as ~z -+ o. However, by moving along the horizontal dashed line 

as € -+ 0, if we can link "Discrete SN" to "Discrete Diffusion" , we say that the 

. cell-average or cell-edge fluxes have the interior thick (diffusion) limit. 

Moreover, as we stated for the discrete-ordinate method, the diffusion bound

ary conditions for numerical methods ,must also be legitimate (consistent and stable) 

discretizations of the diffusion boundary condition of the transport equation. 

While many early works have concentrated on getting the correct interior 

diffusion limit, our work in this chapter mainly focuses on getting more accurate 

diffusion boundary conditions. vVe study two numerical methods (step method 

and the cell-edge even-parity scheme) for time independent transfer equation in the 

following sections. The time independence here is merely for simplicity of notations. 

There is no difficulty at all to consider the time dependent problem where the same 

analysis applies. 
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4.3 The Step Method 

First consider the step, or upwind, differencing scheme [23]. While, as will 

be seen, this is not a good scheme to use in diffusive regimes, it does have the virtue 

of being extremely simple to analyze, thereby serves to analyze here to illustrate 

our ideas. The step equations are the balance equation. 

~m,i+l/2 - ;jJm,i-l/2 + ifI'.:,J. . = [ifI'.: _ &1] 1. + Q- . 
I'm /::,.z. ] 'Pm,] ] ] 'P] ] , 

J 

(4.9a) 

plus the upwind auxiliary equations 

(4.9b) 

and the boundary conditions 

~m 1. = f L m , for m > 0 , 
, 2 

( 4.9c) 

~-m,J+t = fRm' for m > O. (4.9d) 

Here in (4.9) and elsewhere in this paper, we take "±" to mean "+" if J-lm > 0 and 

"-" if J-lm < O. 

4.3.1 The Interior Diffusion Limit for Step Method 

In thick regime, a typical choice of coarse mesh is chosen to be /::"Z = 0(1) 

such that 

1 
T = ar /::"z = O( - ) , 

c 
0'" /::"Z = O(c), Q/::"z = O(c). (4.10) 

A numerical method is said to have thick diffusion limit if its leading asymptotic be

havior can be well approximated by a good discretization of the transport diffusion 

equation (2.5a) under the thick scaling (4.10). 

The step method does not have correct interior diffusion limit in general. 

However, when 

Q=O"'=O and Ti+l/2 = (ar h)i+l/2 = constant, ( 4.10a) 
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(we will assume these constraints throughout our analysis on the step method), 

the step cell-average and cell-edge fluxes incidently possess the thick diffusion limit 

although it is derived at the wrong order [19]. As a matter of fact, under these 

restrictions, 

.i. . _.7.. _ O. _ OJ+l/2Tl/2 - OJ-l/2Tl/2 + O( 2) 
'f'm} - 'f'm,}±1/2 -} J.lm z:r A • € , 

U J IJ.Z} 

where 0 satisfies the discrete diffusion equation 

(4.11) 

( 4.12) 

This is a second order discretization of the transfer diffusion equation (2.5a) pro

vided that the constraints (4.10a) are met. This asymptotic result is achieved at 

the order of € [13]. In diffusion limit for transfer equations, the diffusion equation 

has the compatibilities at the orders of €2 and €3, not the order of € as here for step 

method. 

4.3.2 The Diffusion Boundary Conditions for Step Method 

By performing boundary layer analysis on step method and then matching 

it with the diffusion approximation (4.11) and (4.12), we can obtain (See Appendix 

B) the diffusion boundary conditions for the step method: 

- - M 
- T Bl - (}o ~ T 

(}t - >. (OT ~Z) 1 = L......t JLmWm' 
'2 m=l 

(4.13a) 

( 4.13b) 

where 

( 4.14) 

is the distance in mean free paths of the discrete extrapolated endpoint for the step 

method and 

( 4.15) 
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is the discrete W -function for step method. Both AT and w:-n are T dependent. 

4.3.3 The Extrapolated Endpoint 

Let 7J T be the exponential decaying modes of the step method in boundary 

layer whose thickness is in the order of spatial zone length. Analysis in Appendix B 

shows that TJT ~ 0 as T ~ 00. In other words, the decay in the boundary layer slows 

down as the thickness of the spatial zones increases. This is certainly nonphysical 

due to numerical approximation. In order to obtain good numerical results in 

the interior of the domain while the boundary layers are not resolved by optically 

fine meshes, the discrete diffusion boundary conditions (4.13) of the step method 

should be accurate approximations of the transport diffusion boundary conditions 

(2.5b,c). By comparing (4.13) with (2.5b,c), it is obvious that the extrapolated 

endpoint AT / aT should be correct. This depends on the accuracy of AT comparing 

with A of the transport equation. Here we study AT in more details. 

By the result in Appendix B, TJT satisfies 

(4.16) 

As T ~ 0, it reduces to 

M (1 1) 
1 - ~ L am 1 0 + 1 0 = O. 

m=l - J.tm7J + J.tm7J 
( 4.17) 

This is nothing but the eigenvalue problem of the constant coefficient w = 1 discrete

ordinate equations [5,8,9,10]. Thus 

( 4.18) 

where ei is the eigenvalue of the same problem for the discrete-ordinate equations. 

This is equivalent to the consistence of the step method to the transport equation 

when T ~ O. On the other hand, if T ~ 00, or the thickness of spatial cells approach 

to infinite which is the case in the diffusive regime, then (4.16) also implies 

1· T 00 1m 17i = 7Ji ( 4.19) 
T-+OO 
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in which 17i satisfies 
M 
~ Q m _ - 0 

1 - L..t 1 - J-Lm7]oo - . 
m=l 

( 4.20) 

It is easy to see from (4.20) that 7]00 has a double roots at zero and .M - 1 simple 

positive roots 7]i satisfying 

1 1 -- < rye;: < - , 
J-Lm+l J-Lm 

for m = 1,2" .. , M - 1 . (4.21) 

... 
• 61 

AT ." 

.u t 

.n 

... 
.. -4 .~ 

log( r) 

Figure 4.2: The 54 extrapolated endpoint in mean free path AT of the step method versus log( T). 

As a function of T, the graph of AT is plotted in FigA.2 for S4' The behavior 

of AT for general SN or BN are similar. The extrapolated endpoint moves to the 

direction of the boundary point as T increases. Thus the thicker the spatial cell 

is, the less accurate the boundary conditions become. Thb is associated with our 

earlier conclusion about the slower decay in the boundary layer for thicker cells. At 

T = 0, AT = A where A, defined in (3.30), is the extrapolated endpoint in mean free 

paths from the boundaries of the discrete··ordinate method. At T = 00, AT = ,\ = 

where 
.M M-l 1 

,\00 = ~ ~ 
~l J-Lm - ~ ~;;o ( 4.22) 

The change of AT is very slow unless in the intermediate regime around T = O( 1). 

The total change of ,\T is in the order ·of 10-2 • 
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The condition for the correct extrapolated endpoint is 

AT = A (= 0.710446·.·). ( 4.23) 

This puts a condition on the quadrature set. Along with the quadrature condition 

(3.3) and the conditions (3.46) to increase the order of accuracy of the quadrature 

set, we obtain a system of algebraic equation, solving which would give a quadrature 

set which gives both correct interior diffusion limit and correct diffusion boundary 

conditions. Although in thin limit (for small T) these conditions give BN, in the 

thick limit (large T), this system of algebraic equations have solutions with negative 

angular points for N ~ 6. In other words, this system does not have positive solu

tions for large T. Thus one does not get a quadrature set based on these conditions 

when T is large. 

TABLE 4.2 

The Extrapolated Endpoint in Mean Free Path for Step Method 

N SN BN 
T=O T = 00 T=O T = 00 

4 0.694025 0.639467 0.710446 0.659514 

6 0.703900 0.653663 0.710446 0.665118 

8 0.706918 0.659069 0.710446 0.666094 

10 0.708241 0.661693 0.710446 0.666394 

12 0.708919 0.663135 0.710446 0.666516 

00 0.710446 0.666667 0.710446 0.666667 

Let us analyze the extrapolated endpoint condition (4.23). At T = 0, condi

tion (4.23) along with other conditions on the quadrature set give the quadrature 

set B N introduced for the discrete-ordinate method [8,9]. A 00 can be viewed as a 

perturbation of A o. Since our analysis shows that the total variation of AT is in the 

order of 10-2 , the extrapolated endpoint does not move far away ( only 10-2 mean 

free path and the mean free path is small in diffusive regimes), it is reasonable to 

use B N even if the spatial mesh is thick. Table 4.2 gives the extrapolated endpoints 
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for Gaussian quadrature set SN and the "new" quadrature set BN. It shows that 

B N gives a more accurate extrapolated endpoint not only for thin meshes (in which 

the extrapolated endpoint is exactly 0.710446···), but also for thick meshes. As 

the number of angular points N increases to 00, one can obtain no better than the 

Marshak boundary conditions in the thick limit. 

4.3.4 The Discrete Boundary Fluxes 

Another important condition for the correct diffusion boundary conditions 

are the correct forcing terms, i.e., 

M 1 

~ IL mw::n = 1 W(J-l)F;. (J-l) dJ-l, 
m=1 0 

(4.24a) 

and 
M 1 

L In mW~ = 1 W(fJ.)Fn (fJ.) dfJ.. 
m=1 0 

( 4.25b) 

Since we are interested in the thick limit, these conditions may be replaced by 

M 1 

L IL mW~ = 1 W(fJ.)F;. (fJ.) dfJ., 
m=1 0 

(4.26a) 

and 
M 1 

LIn m w~ = 1 W(fJ. )Fn (fJ.) dfJ. . 
m=1 0 

( 4.27b) 

For single material problem and chosen quadrature set, this can be achieved by 

choosing the following one-way flux boundary data 

(4.28a) 

and 

( 4.28b) 

where wr/2 = 0 and 

for m=1,2, .. ·,M, ( 4.29) 
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with w:;' defined, from (4.15), by 

(4.30) 

and 7]00 given by (4.20). 

4.4 The Cell-Edge Even-Parity Scheme 

In this section we apply the same analysis to the more complicated cell-edge 

even-parity (CEEP) scheme and show that by choosing appropriate quadrature set 

one can get more accurate diffusion boundary conditions for this scheme and hence 

improve the numerical results. 

4.4.1 The Method 

The even-parity method allows one to consider only one-half the normal an

gular domain [23,25]. There is at least one simple, differenced, even-parity equation 

that meets all the desired characteristics of a transport difference method, among 

them are particle balance preserving, second order, has the appropriate interior dif

fusion limit, strictly positive and compatible with an effective diffusion synthetic 

acceleration [2] approach. All these properties are discussed in [25]. In this section 

we will discuss its diffusion boundary conditions. 

The derivation of the even-parity, discrete-ordinate form in slab geometry 

appears elsewhere [25]. For completeness, however, the derivation is briefly repeated 

here. We begin with the analytic discrete-ordinate equation of order 2M in first 

order form, assuming a symmetric quadrature set: 

(4.31a) 

and 

(4.31b) 

for m = 1,2" .. ,M where OS is the physical scattering coefficient defined by 

( 4.32) 



The notation is standard with the scalar flux given by 

¢(x) = t L ~(X,fl-m)am 
l::;lml::;M 

We next add and subtract Eqs. (4.31a) and (4.31b) to obtain 

and 

with 

and 

Also by definition, note that 

and 

thus ~~, the even-parity flux, is an even function of fl-m, while 

the odd-parity flux, is an odd function of fl-m. 
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(4.33) 

(4.34a) 

( 4.34b) 

(4.35a) 

(4.35b) 

(4.36) 

(4.37) 

(4.38) 

By solving Eq.( 4.34b) for ;p~ and inserting in Eq.( 4.34a), the following even

parity, discrete-ordinate equations may be derived: 

( 4.39) 

for m = 1,2" . " M, where by Eq.( 4.33) and the definition of the even parity fluxes, 

( 4.40) 
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Consider the known incoming flux boundary conditions 

m>O, (4,41a) 

and 

m>O. (4,41b) 

then from Eq.( 4.36), 

m>O ( 4,42a) 

and 

m>O. (4,42b) 

Thus by applying (4.34b), one can obtain the boundary conditions for ;jJE: 

m>O (4,43a) 

m>O ( 4,43b) 

Eqs. (4,43) are the boundary conditions to be used with Eq.( 4.39). 

The cell-edge even-parity (CEEP) equation, based on a conventional three

point second-order difference on the second order derivative of Eq. (4.39) on cell

edges, is described by the following equations [25]: 

( 4,44) 

where j = 2,3, ... , J, with the boundary conditions 

for m>O ( 4,45a) 

and 
-E -0 

1/J_m J+1 + 1/J_m J+1 = fRm., 
, 2 '2 

for m>O, ( 4.45b) 
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or, after eliminating ;p~, 

( 4.46a) 

m>O, 

and 

m>O. 
( 4.46b) 

4.4.2 The Interior Diffusion Limit 

It can be easily shown [25] that in the interior of the domain, for thick spatial 

zones with b..z = 0(1) or (4.10), the leading behavior of ;Pm has the following 

asymptotic behavior 

(4.47) 

where OJ solves the discrete diffusion equation 

1 [0)0+.1. - 0)0_.1. 0)0_.1. - 0)0_!l] _ _ 
2 2 2 2 ~ () _ 

b..z 0 1 - 3«(jT b..z) 0 + 3«(jT b..z) 0 + j-t j-t - Qj-t . 
)-"2 ) )-1 

( 4.48) 

Since the diffusion discretization (4.48) is a consistent and stable discretiza

tion of the transport diffusion equation (2.5a), the CEEP scheme does have the 

correct interior diffusion limit. Later in this chapter we will derive the boundary 

condition for 0 and then compare it with the diffusion boundary condition (2.5b,c) 

for the transport equation. 

4.4.3 The Diffusion boundary conditions of the CEEP scheme 

In the boundary layers, we use the boundary layer scaling b..z 

Undcr this scaling, 

( 4.49) 



Thus the scattering ratio 

aT - aA aA aA /:).Z 
w=---=1--=1---

aT aT /:).Z 

=1- O(€~l) =1+0(€2), 
O(C:i) 
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( 4.50) 

is slowly variant. Clearly (4.49) is a diffusive scaling such that the cell thinlmess T 

is big. Hence the boundary layer is not resolved under this scaling. 

By performing boundary layer analysis on the CEEP scheme and then match

ing it with the diffusion approximation (4.47) and (4.48), we can obtain (See Ap

pendix C) the diffusion boundary conditions for the CEEP scheme: 

(4.51a) 

(4.51b) 

In Eqs.( 4.51), 
L(l) 

1 
L(M-l) 

1 

det 
L(l) 

2 
L(M-l) 

2 

L(l) L(M-l) 
.AT = M M 

L(I) L~M-l) 
1 

( 4.52) 

det 
L(l) 

2 
L(M-l) 

2 

1 L(l) 
M 

L(M-l) 
M 

is the distance in mean free paths of the discrete extrapolated endpoint of the 

CEEP scheme, w:-n is the discrete TV -function for the CEEP scheme which can be 
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determined by equating the coefficients of I L m from 

ILl 
L(I) 

I 
L(M-I) 

I 

det IL2 
L(I) 

2 
L(M-I) 

2 

ILM 
L(I) L(M-I) M 

M M =LILmw~, (4.53) 
1 L(I) L(M-I) 

I 1 m=1 

1 L(I) L(M-I) 
2 2 

1 L(I) 
M 

L(M-I) 
M 

in which 
1 + J-lm 

e([r _e-([r 

L(i) = 2r (4.54) m 
1 - J-l~er 

for m = 1,2, .. ·,M and i = 1,2, .. ·,M -1 and 

i = 1,2,···,M -1, (4.55) 

with ei'S the characteristic roots of the discrete-ordinate method defined in (3.21). 

4.4.4 The Extrapolated Endpoint and the Forcing Terms 

In order to obtain good numerical results for the CEEP scheme in the interior 

of the domain while the boundary layers are not resolved by optically fine meshes, 

the discrete diffusion boundary conditions (4.51) of the CEEP scheme should be 

accurate approximations of the transport diffusion boundary conditions (2.5b,c). 

By comparing (4.51) with (2.5b,c), it is obvious that the extrapolated end

point ). r / aT and the two forcing terms should be correct. 

As a function of T, the graph of ). r is plotted in Fig.4.3. Its behavior is quite 

similar to that of the step method. The extrapolated endpoint also moves to the 

direction of the boundary point as T increases. Thus the thicker the spatial cell 

is, the less accurate the boundary conditions become. This is associated with our 

earlier conclusion about the slower decay in the boundary layer for thicker cells. At 

T = 0, by the consistency of the CEEP scheme to the discrete-ordinate method, 

). r = ). where )., defined in (3.30), is the extrapolated endpoint in mean free paths 
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from the boundaries of the discrete-ordinate method. It can be easily verified that 

A r ~ A 00 for some number A 00 as T ~ 00. It can be seen from Figo4.3 that the 

variation of AT is small (in the order of 10-2
) and the only nonnegligible change 

occurs in the intermediate regime where T '" 0(1). Thus the total changes of the 

extrapolated endpoint as T moves from 0 to 00 is about 10-2 mean free paths . 

• 1 

." 

.U 

. ., 
AT' 

.64 

.at 

.6' 

•• J ., -. ., 

loge T) 
Figure 4.3: The S .... extrapolated endpoint in mean free path AT of the eEEP method versus 

log(r ). 

Similar to the step method, there are no positive solutions which solve the 

system (3.3),(3046) and (4.23) in order to get the exact extrapolated endpoint con

dition for the CEEP scheme. However, it is desirous tl!1find a quadratui'e set which 

gives more accurate extrapolated endpoint. Table 4.3 gives the extrapolated end

points for Gaussian quadrature set S N and and B N. It shows that B N gives more 

accurate extrapolated endpoint not only for thin meshes (in which the extrapolated 

endpoint is exactly 0.710446· .. ), but also for thick meshes. Therefore if is reason

able to replace the Gaussian quadrature set SN by B N , even at the thick limit. It 

also shows that both quadrature set can get no better than a Marshak boundary 

condition in the thick limit, which agrees with the argument made in [15J. 
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TABLE 4.3 

The Extrapolated Endpoint in Mean Free Path for CEEP Scheme 

N SN EN 
7=0 7 = 00 7=0 7 = 00 

4 0.694025 0.639467 0.710446 0.659514 

6 0.703900 0.653663 0.710446 0.665118 

8 0.706918 0.659069 0.710446 0.666094 

00 0.710446 0.666667 0.710446 0.666667 

To get the correct forcing terms, as stated for the step method, this can 

be achieved for single material problem by choosing the following one-way discrete 

boundary fluxes with the new w: for the CEEP scheme, i.e., 

1 l w:+ 1
/

2 

fL m = - W(JL)F;, (JL) dp, 
WOO 00 m wm _

1
/

2 

(4.56a) 

and 

( 4.56b) 

where wfh = 0 and 

for m = 1,2,···,M. (4.57) 

By (4.53), w: can be obtained by equating the coefficients of 1m in 

II (1) r I 
(M-I) r I 

h (1) (M-I) 
T2 l' 

det 2 

fM ,.(1) (M-I) M 
l' 

= L fmwr;::, M M 

1 (1) (M-I) 
TI l' m=I I 

( 4.58) 

1 1'( 1) (M-I) 
l' 

det 2 2 

1 ,,(1) (M-I) 
l' M M 

where 
,(i) _ r ~L(i) _ Pma 
'm - 1m m - 2e2 ' 

T-+oo 7 1 - p . 
III I 

( 4.59) 
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for 111. = 1,2,···,1\1 and i = 1,2"",1\1 - 1 and ~i 's are the eigenvalues of the 

eigenvalue problem of the constrult coefficient discrete-ordinate method defined in 

(3.30) and listed in [9J, Table 1. 

4.5 Numerical Examples 

In this section we shall consider three slab geometry transport problems 

which illustrate the theory developed in this chapter. The first problem is defined 

by 

Problem 4.1 

O<:r<ll, ( 4.60) 

W(O, f.L) = 0, if f.L>0, 
(4.61) 

W ( 11 , f.L) = 5 sin f.L , if f.L<0. 

This is a purely scattering problem with mean free path = 1/100. The boundary 

condition on the right endpoint for left-moving particles is 5 sin 1f.L1 while on the left 

boundary we have vacuum boundary condition for right-moving particles. 

. . 
U 
M 

l.~ .---r----,,-----..---...-----.----, 
·t •• c,· -

• Sc .... s.· • 
• St.p ... • • 

I. ~ 

I~--~--~----~----~---~---~ 
~ • 10 II 

• '"".1\.0. .. 

Figure 4.4: Numerical results of the step method for problem 4.1. Comparison to the "exact" 

solution of Bot and S4 solutions with 6.x = 1 and the collocation boundary fluxes. 
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FigAA and FigA.5 show the results on interval (5,11). The situation on 

interval (0,5) is similar. The "exact" solution is computed by using 5 16 with op

tically thin spatial mesh (11000 grids) such that each mean free path contains 10 

grids. Both B4 and 54 solutions are computed by using 4 quadrature points and 11 

equally spaced spatial grids (so each mesh has 100 mean free pat.hs). The discrete 

boundary data are the collocation boundary data defined by (3.6a). It can be seen 

that the modified quadrature set B4 gives a better solution in this case In FigAA~ 

the step method does not give good interior results. This was mentioned earlier in 

the paper as the diffusion limit of the step method is derived at the wrong order. 

This has also been noticed in [13]). However, we can still see the improvement in 

the results with B4 • FigA.5 plots the numerical solutions of the CEEP scheme and 

one can· see tha.t B4. rp.solves 516 very well while S4 does not work as well. 

-. . 
u 
~ 

l.~ r----..,.---......,...---,---....---.-----, 
'c ... ct' -

t C ... pS" • 
'C_9I4' • 

Figure 4.5: Numerical results of the CEEP scheme for problem 4.1. Comparison to the "exact" 

solution of B4 and 54 solutions with 6.x = 1 and the collocation boundary fluxes. 

Problem 4.2 

p.8x 'I!(x,p.) + 100'I!(x,fl) = 100· ~ 11 'I!(x:!1')dfl': 
-1 

if 
if 

a < p. < 0.5; 
0.5 < 11 < 1, 

O<x<l1, ( 4.62) 

(4.63a) 
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W(ll,/l) =0, if /l < O. ( 4.63b) 

This is a purely scattering problem with piecewise linear boundary data on the left 

boundary for right-moving particles. It is used to test the difference between the 

collocation boundary data (3.6a) and the one-way flux boundary data (4.56) for the 

same quadrature set B,~. Vtle only use the CEEP scheme. In Fig 4.6, the "exacf' 

solution is computed by S16 with optically fine meshes. The numerical solutions 

are computed by using 11 grid points (so each mesh contains 100 mean free paths). 

The B4-Col refers to the CEEP solution with the collocation boundary data (3.6a) 

while the B4-0V·,iF refers to the CEEP solution with the one-way flux boundary 

data (4.56). It can be seen that although at the left boundary B4-0\VF is not 

correct (equals about 2.0) while B4-Col is~ the B4-0\VF gives promising interior 

solution for this not-so-well behaved boundary condition. For smooth boundary 

flux, the difference between two discrete boundary data is not obvious. However, 

the one-way flux boundary data gives much better results in diffusive regimes for 

boundary conditions that are not well-behaved. So for single material problem, we 

suggest the use of the one-way flux boundary data (4.56) . 

. H 

• Z 

.U · .. 
· · " .1 

0.0) 

• 0 

'E.&..c,'
' •• -Col' • 
, •• -<:Jt;If" • 

10 

Figure 4.6: Numerical results of the CEEP scheme for problem 4.2. Comparison of the results by 

the collocation boundary fluxes and the one-way flux boundary data using B4 and 6.x = 1. 
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1.' 

:.l 

., 

.. 

-T() { 1, if 
u- x = 100, if 

a < x < 1, 
1 < x < 11, 

w(x)={~: if 
if 

a < x < 1, 

'11(0, fl) = 5, 

'11(11, fl) = 0, 

if 

if 

, 
............ un 

1 < x < 11, 

fl > 0, 

fl < 0, 

eE.,u:,· _ 
·C:.Cf':i.· • 
·C •• pl.- • 

, . 
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x E (0.11), (4.64) 

( 4.65) 

( 4.66) 

( 4.67) 

Figure 4.7: Numerical results of the CEEP scheme for problem 4.3. Comparison to the "exact" 

solution of the B4 and 54 results with D.X = .01 in the absorbing region [0,1] and ~x = 1 in 

the scattering region [I,ll]. 

This is a two-material problem. In (0,1) it is purely absorbing while (1,11) is 

a purely scattering region. The boundary layer exists in the interface around x = l. 
The exact solution is obtained by using 516 quadrature set with optically fine grids 

in the whole region. \Ale compare the solutions of the CEEP scheme with B-1 and 

S4 quadrature set respectively. Collocation boundary fluxes (3.6a) are used for all 

numerical solutions. Vve use 100 grids in the purely absorbing region [0,1] and 10 

grids in the purely scattering region so .each grid contains 100 mean free paths in the 
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interval [1,11]. The solutions are plotted in FigA.7. The difference in the diffusive 

region (1,11] is quite obvious. With 4 quadrature points and 10 spatial points in 

this diffusive region, the B4 almost resolves the "exact" solution. 



Chapter 5 

THE CONVERGENCE OF NUMERICAL TRANSFER SCHEMES 

IN DIFFUSIVE REGIMES 

5.1 Introduction 

56 

We intend to study the convergence of numerical transfer schemes in diffusive 

regimes in this chapter. We will show that if a numerical method has a correct 

diffusive limit (this requires correct interior diffusion approximation and correct 

diffusion boundary conditions), then its solution convergences to the solution of 

the transport equation uniformly in €. As examples, we prove this for the discrete

ordinate method and the cell-edge even-parity scheme. We will also give estimates 

of the convergence rates for these two methods. The same analysis can certainly 

be applied to other numerical methods with correct diffusion limits and maximal 

principle. We also only consider time independent problems here although the same 

idea can be applied to time dependent problems either. 

Our strategy is as follows. Suppose a numerical scheme is convergent in 

nondiffusive regimes, (i.e., if € is fixed, then the numerical solution converges to 

the transport solution). If it has a correct diffusion limit, then the solution of the 

corresponding discrete diffusion equation also converges to the solution of the an

alytic diffusion equation associated with the transport equation. Thus it suffices 

to show that the numerical solution converges to the solution of its discrete dif

fusion equation as € ~ 0 since Bardo, Santos and Sentis have shown in [3] that 

the transport solution converges to its diffusion solution as € ~ o. Applying the 

triangular inequality on these results will give an estimate on the convergence. We 

then compare this estimate with the one obtained by truncation error analysis to 

obtain a uniform bound. 

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2 we state the result obtained 

in [3] about the convergence of the transport solution to its diffusion solution as 

€ ~ o. In Section 3 we show the analogous result for the discrete-ordinate method. 

In Section 4, we apply this analysis to the cell-edge even-parity scheme which has 
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the correct diffusion limit and show that the numerical solution converges to its 

discrete diffusion solution as € -+ O. With these results, we conclude in Section 5 

that these numerical solutions do have the required uniform convergence. On getting 

the estimates for the convergence order, we will see that it is the correct diffusion 

limit that saves the uniform convergence in diffusive regimes where the truncation 

error is not uniformly small in €. Also with correct diffusion boundary conditions 

(see previous sections or [13,14]), the order of convergence can be increased. The 

detailed proofs of some theorems are made in Appendix D. 

In the following sections, we always use C to denote generic positive con-

stants. 

5.2 The Diffusion Approximation of the Transfer Equation 

We state a theorem which was proved by Bardos, Santos and Sentis in [3] 

regarding the convergence of the transport solution to its diffusion solution as € -+ O. 

Theorem 5.1: As € -+ 0, the solution 'lit of the transport equation (2.3) 

converges to the solution e of its diffusion equation (2.10) in space LP( (XL' Xn )), or 

always from the boundaries, i.e., for any Xo and Xl such that XL < Xo < Xl < Xn , 

the convergence in L 00 norm is second order in €, 

5.3 The Diffusion Approximation of the Discrete-Ordinate Solution 

In this section we state and prove the analogous result of theorem 5.1 for the 

discrete-ordinate method. The rescaled discrete-ordinate equations are 

(5.1a) 

with boundary conditions 

m>O, (5.1b) 



and 

1/J~m ! = f R m , m > 0 , 
X=XR 

where 11m, am are any symmetric quadrature set satisfying 

1 ~ ( )k a _ { 1, for k = 0, 
2 6 I1n n - }, for k = 2. 

n=l 
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(5.1c) 

In this section, we always denote the angular average of a flux with a bar. For 

example, in (5.1a), 

1/JE(X)=t L 1/J~(t,x)an. 
1~lnl~M 

The diffusion approximation of the discrete-ordinate equation (5.1) is [19] 

(5.2a) 

with the boundary conditions (see previous sections or [13]) 

,\ M 
0- €-8x O! = l: !LmWm, 

()'I' X=X
L m=l 

(5.2b) 

M 

0+ < ~ Oxolx~x. = J; fRmWm, (5.2c) 

where Wm is the discrete W-function of the discrete-ordinate method and ,\ is the 

distance in mean free paths of the extrapolated endpoint of the discrete-ordinate 

method. Our goal in this section is to get the following result: 

Theorem 5.2: Suppose 1/J~l (x) is the solution of the discrete-ordinate 

equation (5.1) and O(x) is the solution of the corresponding diffusion equation (5.2), 

then 

(5.3a) 

always from the boundaries, i.e., for any Xo and Xl such that XL < Xo < Xl < XR , 

the convergence in Loo norm is second order in €, 

(5.3b) 
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To prove Theorem 5.2, we use the classic Bensoussan-Lions-Papanicolaou 

[4,5] technique. In the interior of the domain, inserting the usual expansion 

in the discrete-ordinate equations (5.1a) and equating the like asymptotic terms in 

€, one can easily obtain the equations 

.1,(1) = _ pm a () 
'Pm aT x , (5.4) 

(5.5) 

where 8(x) solves the diffusion equation (5.2a). Note (5.4) gives 

1/;(1) = 0, 

while applying the diffusion equation (5.2a) in (5.5) implies 

1/;(2) = 0 , 

and 

.1,(2) = -.!...a [-.!... (11. 2 -!.) a 8] . 
'Pm aT x aT om 3 x (5.6) 

Since 8 is the solution of the diffusion equation (5.2), it is smooth and has smooth 

derivatives. Thus (5.4) and (5.6) give 1jJ~) and 1jJ~) as smooth functions as well. 

At the boundaries, boundary layer analysis in Chapter 3 shows that 

(5.7) 

where 8 satisfies the diffusion boundary conditions (5.2b,c). Thus the leading term 

1jJ~) = 8 is the solution of the diffusion equation (5.2). 
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As indicated in [3], the dominant factors come from the boundary terms 

because 

m>O, 
(5.8a) 

and 

m<O. 
(5.8b) 

If the incoming fluxes f L m and f R m are anisotropic, then both terms in (5.8) are 

0(1). This is the reason to construct the boundary layer correctors. We want 

to eliminate both 0(1) and O(€) terms in (5.8a,b). To do this, we first state the 

following three theorems which are proved in Appendix D. 

Theorem 5.3: For any bounded data fLm , there exists a solution I'm(z) E 

LOO«O, 00)) of the constant coefficient homogeneous discrete-ordinate equation 

(5.9a) 

with the boundary condition 

for m > 0, (5.9b) 

such that 

(5.10) 

for Z E (0,00) where a is a positive constant. 
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Theorem 5.4: For function I'm(z) defined in Theorem 5.3, there exists 

a function vm(z) E Loo«O, 00)) satisfying the constant coefficient inhomogeneous 

discrete-ordinate equation 

(5.11a) 

with the homogeneous boundary condition 

Vm(O) = 0, for m > O. (5.11b) 

Theorem 5.5: For function 7fi!) defined in (5.4), 7f~) defined in (5.6) and 

Vm defined in Theorem 5.3, there exists a function Xm(z) E Loo«O, 00)) satisfying 

the constant coefficient inhomogeneous discrete-ordinate equation 

with the homogeneous boundary condition 

Xm(O) = 0, for m > O. 

Theorem 5.3 easily yields the following corollary: 

Corollary 5.6: 

Proof: Assume 

(J = inf dl'(x) > 0, 
xE(xL ,xn) 

by using (5.10) and change of variable 

li X 

z=- dl'(s)ds E (0,00) 
€ x 

L 

for 

.1 ::; Co . 

(5.12a) 

(5.12b) 

(5.13) 
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( this Z is nothing but the stretching transformation in the left boundary layer. See 

Chapter 2) we have 

where C1 = C(pab)-~ is a positive constant. This proves Corollary 5.6. 

With the three boundary layer correctors "}'m{z), vm(z) and Xm(Z) where Z 

is the stretching transformation in the left boundary layer defined in (5.13), we can 

now construct the remainder term as 

After applying (5.1a), (5.4), (5.5), (5.9a), (5.11a) and (5.12a), the remainder r:n 
satisfies 

~maxr:n + a: r:n - [a: - €iT'l F 

= €2~max1/J~,;) + €30'''''}'m + €o"""}'m(z) + €2o""Vm(Z) 

- €o"" [~mazvm(z) + cr(vm - v)] - €2cr(~mazXm + Xm - X) 

= €3o"""}'m(z) , 

(5.15) 

Notice in (5.15) by introducing v l1l {z) the taA"}'m{z) term which is O(€) in 

LOO{ (O, 00)) is eliminated; by introducing X til (z) the O{ €2) trems are also elimi

nated. Dividing both sides of (5.15) by € gives 

-A --< ~m a E aT (E --<) 2 -A () u r + - x 7' m + 2 7' m - 7' = € u- - "}'m Z • 
€ € 

(5.16) 
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At the left boundary x = XL' by using the boundary conditions (5.1b) of 1/J:n, (5.7) 

of 1/J~), (5.9b) of I'm, (5.11b) of Vm and (5.12b) of Xm, one gets 

r:n(xL,llm > 0) 

= 1/J:n(xL) - O(XL) - €1/J~)(XL) - €21/J~)(XL) - 'Ym(O) - €2vm(0) - €3 Xm (0) 

= IL m - B(XL) + e t) 8x B(xL) - e21/J~)(xL) 
oT XL 

- (I L m - B( XL ) + € oT tXL ) 8x B( XL) ) 

__ e2.,.(2)(x ) 
- 'Pm L' 

which gives 

(5.17) 

for any m. It is also worth noting that in (5.17) 'Ym(O) has cancelled the dominant 

0(1) boundary term 1 L m - B( XL ) + € 0'1' txL) 8xB( XL ). 

One can similarly add terms to eliminate the 0(1) factor IRm - B(xn) -

eo'1'tx
n

)8x B(xn ) on the right boundary X = Xn in Eq.(5.8b). We here omit this term 

for simplicity of our notations. 

Now the maximal principle can be applied to the discrete-ordinate equation 

(5.16) for r~ with boundary condition (5.17) to get 

(5.18) 

for any m and X E (XL' xn ). Recall the definition of r~ in (5.14), (5.18) can be 

rewritten as 

for X E (XL' xn). By triangle inequality, (5.19) leads to 

11/J:II(x) - [B(x) - € :C:) 8xB(x)] - 'Ym(z)1 

:::; Ce2 + €211p~,;)(x)1 + e2Ivm (z)1 + e3 IXm(z)1 

< Ce2 - , 

(5.20) 
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for any x E (XL' xR ). In the interior of the domain, i.e., for any Xo and Xl such 

that XL < Xo < Xl < XR , since 'Ym(z) has exponential decay by Theorem 5.3, (5.20) 

implies 

11fJ:n(X) - [B(x) - € :~) 8x B(x)] I ~ C€2, 

or, for angular average, 

I z= am [1fJ:n(x) - B(x) + € :~) 8x B(x)] I ~ C€2. 

1~lml~M 

Therefore, by symmetry of J-lm, one has 

for X E (xo, xt) and hence (5.3b) holds. To show (5.3a), applying triangle inequality 

to (5.20) gives 

11fJ:n(x) - [B(x) - € :~) 8x B(x)] I 
~ C€2 + l'Ym(z)l, 

for X E (XL,XR ). Now applying Corollary 5.6 on 'Ym(z), the following estimate 

immediately follows, 

(5.21) 

for any m. For scalar density distribution, it is obvious that (5.21) yields 

which is just (5.3a). 

5.4 The Diffusion Approximation of the CEEP Scheme 

In this section, we show the convergence of the solution of the cell-edge 

even-parity (CEEP) scheme to the solution of its diffusion approximation as € -+ O. 

For numerical density flux '!If '+1 decomposed as the sum of its even-parity flux 
m,) 2 

IT,f,E d dd ··t fl .T,f,O • 
'.l' '+1 an 0 -pall y ux '.l' '+1' I.e., 

m,) "2 m,) "2 

ITJ{ _ \T,f,E + IT,f,O 
'.I: '+1 - i.' '+1 '.l' '+1' 111')"2 m,) 'i m,) 'i 
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where the even-parity flux is defined as 

m>O, (5.22) 

and the odd-parity flux 

m>O, (5.22b) 

the CEEP equations are given by [25] 

(5.23a) 

where j = 2,3"", J, with the known-flux boundary conditions 

m>O, (5.23b) 

Wf,E + wf,o - f 
-m J+l -m J+l - Rm, 

, 2 ' 2 
m>O. (5.23c) 

Here 'lit i+ t is the numerical scalar flux defined as 

(5.24) 

by using (5.22a). The diffusion approximation of the CEEP, as shown in [25], is 

(5.25a) 

with the boundary conditions (see Chapter 4 or [14]) 

(5.25b) 
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and 

(5.25c) 

, 
where Wm is the discrete W-function corresponding to the CEEP scheme and A is 

the distance in mean free path of the extrapolated endpoint of the CEEP scheme. 

In the diffusion approximation (5.25), two different spatial scalings have been used. 

In deriving the interior discrete diffusion equation (5.25a), the thick mesh scaling is 

chosen to be 

h=O(l), 

while in deriving the diffusion boundary conditions (5.25b,c), the thick boundary 

layer mesh scaling is chosen to be 

(5.26) 

The main result in this section is 

Theorem 5.7: If Wm is the solution of the CEEP equations (5.23) and 0 

is the solution of the corresponding discrete diffusion equation (5.25), then 

(5.27a) 

away from the boundaries, the convergence in [00 norm is second order in €, i.e., 

(5.27b) 

To prove Theorem 5.7, we use the same technique as in section 3. In the 

interior of the domain, inserting the usual expansion 

or the corresponding expansion for even parity Wf,E (note w(O) is independent of m 

and hence even in m) 



into the CEEP equations (5.23a) implies the equations 

and 

W(2),E 
m,j-t 

1 

oJ+thHt 

'l1(O),E _ 0(0) 
m,j-t - j-t' 

'l1(I),E _ 0(1) 
m,j-t - j-t' 
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(5.28) 

J+ 2 J- 2 J- 2 J-~ h 0(0) h Q 
[ 

0(,°) 1 - 0(,°) 1 0(,°) 1 - 0(,°) 3 1 
. Pm dl':h -Pm dl': h -~_.1 j_.1 ,_.1+ j_.1 j_.1 , 

j j j-l j-l J 2 2 J 2 2 2 

(5.29) 

where 0(0) solves the discrete diffusion equation (5.25a) and 0(1) is the soltuion of 

the following homogeneous diffusion approximation, 

(5.30) 

Note that (5.29) implies 

and applying the discrete diffusion equation (5.25a) in (5.29) gives 

. (5.31) 

Since 0 and 0(1) are solutions of the discrete diffusion equation (5.25) and (5.30) 

respectively , 0(0), 0(1) and their differentiation quotients are well-defined and 

bounded. Thus (5.29) implies that W(2),E is well-defined, bounded and has bounded 

differentiat.ion quotients as well. 

At the boundaries, boundary layer analysis in Chapter 4 shows that 

I 0(0) _ 0(0) 
(1) A 3 1 0
1 

= _€_ 2 2 
'2 <if hI 

I 0(0) 0(0) 
(1) A J+.1 - J-1 o = €_" 2 

J+t rfIj hJ 
(5.32) 
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where 8;~t solves the discrete diffusion equation (5.25a). Thus, by defining 

° _ 0(0) + €o(l) 
\:Ij+.!. - \:I '+.1 \:1'+1 , 

2 } 2 } 2 
(5.33) 

8 j +t solves the diffusion approximation (5.25a) with the boundary conditions 

(5.25b,c). 

Similar to the strategy we used for the discrete-ordinate method, we must 

construct the boundary layer correctors for CEEP. In so doing we expect to elim

inate all low order terms introduced by anisotropic incoming fluxes and make the 

remainder as higher order in € as desired. We first state three theorems about the 

CEEP scheme which are proved in Appendix D. 

Theorem 5.8: For any bounded data f L m , there exists a solution r m (z) E 

100 of the constant coefficient homogeneous CEEP equation with uniform spatial 

mesh: 

l~j~J, 

with the boundary condition 

r m .!.=fLm- 8 .!., 
'2 2 

for m>O, 

such that 

Ir:-;-I = I~I < C(!:lz)-U+t) }+'2 j+t - , l~j~J. (5.34) 

Theorem 5.9: For function rm defined in Theorem 5.8, there exists a 

positive function Y m (z) E [00 satisfying the constant coefficient inhomogeneous 

CEEP equation with uniform spatial grids: 

2 2 
J-lm (yE yE) + J-lm (yE yE) + A yE A yE - - - - - w.Z - w.Z '1 
A m }'+.!. m }'_.!. A m }'_.!. m }'_il nl }'_.!. }--2 
w.Z '2 '2 w.Z '2 '2 ' 2 

rE = m,j+t' 
(5.35a) 
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with the boundary condition 

for m>O. (5.35b) 

Theorem 5.10: For functions W~),E defined in (5.31), there exists a 

bounded function X m (z) E [00 satisfying the constant coefficient inhomogeneous 

CEEP equation with uniform spatial grids: 

2 2 
- I-lm (XE. t - XE. t) + I-lm (XE. 1. - XE. :l) + /::).zX E . 1. 

/::).z m')+"2 m')-"2 /::).z m,)- 2 m')-"2 m,)- 2 

- /::).zXE. t 
m')-"2 

2 2 = -I-lm (W(2),E _ W(2),E ) + I-lm (W(2),E _ W(2),E ) 
/::).z m,Ht m,j-t /::).z m,j-t m,j-~' 

with the boundary condition 

Xm 1 = 0, , 2 
for m>O. 

Theorem 5.8 easily implies the following corollary: 

Corollary 5.11: Under the boundary layer scaling (5.26) and for uniform 

spatial grids (without loss of generality), the following estimate holds: 

Proof: We use (5.34) and change of variable 

(5.36) 

or 

(5.36') 
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for e small enough (this is the stretching transformation for the CEEP scheme at 

the left boundary. See Chapter 4). By (5.24), r = r E , thus 

Ilr (; t. o!h) IL = lirE ( ~ t. o!h) II" = (t.lrE U ~ o!h ) 1\/ 
= h; (t. jrE(ZHtlIP) ; 

$ Cht (t. (L'.ZP(H'») ; 

1 1 2 1 
~ Ghp(~z)-2 ~ Gea;; e6 

2 +!. = Ge3p 6. 

In the last steps, (5.36') has been used. This finishes the proof of Corollary 5.11. 

We now define the remainder to be 

Here r m, Y m and X m , relying on new variable zi+t which is the stretching trans

fromation on the left boundary layer defined in (5.36), are all boundary layer cor

rectors given by Theorem 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 respectively with the boundary layer 

scaling (5.26). 

Applying (5.37) to the CEEP equation (5.23a) one can obtain the CEEP 

equations for R~E as 

(5.38) 
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Dividing both side of (5.38) by € one obtains 

(5.39) 

because of the boundedness of Y m(Z). At the boundary x = XL' by the ansatz 

(5.37), 

(5.40) 

Hence 

(5.41) 

At the right boundary x = Xn , one can build a similar boundary correctors. 

We omit these terms here for simplicity of our notations. 

Thus the maximal principle (which, by the linearity of our problem, is equiv

alent to the positivity of the CEEP scheme proved in [25]) can be applied to (5.39) 

and (5.41) to obtain 

for any m and j. By the definition of RE,Eo+ 1 in (5.37), this is equivalent to 
m,} :; 

(5.42) 

IW E,Eo+1. - 0}o+1 - €2 W(2):+E 1. - r~(Z}o+l) - €2y~(z}o+1.) - €2 X~(z}o+l)1 :::; C€2. 
m,} 22m,} 2 2 2 2 

(5.43) 

Since W(2),E, yE and XE are all bounded in [00, applying triangle inequality on 

(5.43) and using (5.42), it is obvious that 

IWE,Eo+1 - 0j+1. - r~(z}o+J.)1 
711,J 2 2 2 

<IRE,E'I + €2Iw(2)'oE 1+ €21Y (Z ° 1)1 - m,}+t m }+:; 
(5.44) 

:::;c€2. 
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Since D.z = O(€-t), thus (D.z)-(j+!> = O(€2) iff j ;::: 6. Away from the boundaries, 

the algebraic decay of r m(z) by Theorem 5.8 implies 

(5.45) 

for 6 ~ j ~ J - 6. After angular average, we get from the definition of the scalar 

density distribution Wj+t in (5.24), 

for 6 ~ j :::; J - 6. Thus (5.27b) holds. To get (5.27a), first (5.44) implies, for 

angular average, 

IW~:t - 0i+t - rE(zj+t)1 ~ C€2 . (5.46) 

Now applying triangular inequality to (5.46), one has 

(5.47) 

Thanks Corollary 5.11 applying which on (4.47) gives 

which proves Theorem 5.7. 

5.5 The Uniform Convergence 

Now we are ready to prove the uniform convergence of the discrete-ordinate 

equation and the even-parity scheme in diffusive regimes to the transport equation. 

Theorem 5.12: Let 'lV(x,ll) be the solution of the transport equations 

(2.3) and 'ljJ~l(X) be the solution of the discrete-ordinate equations (5.1) with N-th 

order accuracy. The discrete boundary data are chosen to be 

1 lWm+! 
fLm = - vV(Il)F;,(Il)dll, 

Wm W .1. 
OJ- 2 

(5.48a) 
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and 
1 lWm+t JRm = - W(Jl)Fn(Jl)dJl, 

Wm Wm-t 
(5.48b) 

where W1/2 = 0 and W m +1/2 = WI + ... + Wm for m = 1"" ,M. If the extrapolated 

endpoint is correct, i.e., >. = A, then for any XL < Xo < Xl < Xn , 

sup It L w~(x)am _11 CPf(x,Jl)dJlI ~ Ck~N, 
XO<X<Xl l:::;lnl:::;M -1 

where k = sUP-M:::;j:::;M-I IJli+I - fljl. If the extrapolated endpoint condition is not 

correct, then 

Proof: In diffusive regimes, the truncation error analysis for the n-th order 

discrete-ordinate method of N-th order accuracy implies 

(5.49) 

Here €-I comes from the fast coefficient €-IaT in the collision terms. Since the 

diffusion equation (5.2a) of the discrete-ordinate method is the same as that of the 

transport equation (2.5a), by choosing the one-way flux boundary data (5.48) and 

correct extrapolated endpoint>. = A, the diffusion boundary conditions (5.2b,c) of 

the discrete-ordinate equations are O( €2) approximations to those of the transport 

equation (2.5b,c). Thus 

sup 18(x) - O(x)1 ~ c€2. (5.50) 
XL <x<Xn 

The results in section 2 and 3 show that 

(5.51) 
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By triangle inequality, (5.50) and (5.51) imply 

(5.52) 

By comparing (5.49) with (5.52), the uniform bound becomes 

However, if the extrapolated endpoint is not correct, then (5.50) reduces to 

sup 10(x) - 8(x)1 :::; Cf. 
XL <X<Xn 

and consequently one only has 

Theorem 5.13: Let 1/J f (x,J-l) be the solution of the transport equations 

(2.3) and Wf '+1 be the solution of the even-parity equations (5.23). The discrete m,) 2 

boundary data are chosen to be 

(5.53a) 

and 
1 lWm+t f R m = liV IV (J-l )Fn (J-l ) dJ-l , 
m Wm-t 

(5.53b) 

where WI / 2 = 0 and Wm + I /2 = ltVI + ... + liVm for m = 1" .. , M. If the extrapolated 

endpoint is correct, i.e., A' = A, then 
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If the extrapolated endpoint is not correct, then we only have 

Proof: It is known that the CEEP scheme is stable and has second order 

accuracy [25]. Truncation error analysis gives 

s~p It L 'l1~,j+tam _11 ~EO(Xj+t,/-t)dttl :s; C€-1(h2 + kN), (5.54) 
O<J<J l:5:lnl:5:M -1 

where €-1 comes from the fast coefficient C 1aT in the collision terms. Since the 

discrete diffusion equation (5.25a) of the CEEP scheme is of second order to that 

of the transport diffusion equation (2.5a), by choosing the one-way flux boundary 

data (5.52) and correct extrapolated endpoint, the diffusion boundary conditions 

(5.25b,c) of the CEEP scheme are O(h2€2) approximation to those of the transport 

equation (2.5b,c), thus 

(5.55) 

The results in section 2 and 4 show that 

s~p 111 'ljJE(Xj+J., f1) df1- 0(xj+J.)1 :s; C€2; 
O<J<J -1 2 2 

~up It L 'l1~,j+tam - 0 j +tl :s; C€2. 
6:5:J:5:J-6 l:5:lnl:5:M 

(5.56) 

By triangle inequality, (5.55) and (5.56) imply 

~up It L 'l1~1,j+tam-l1 'ljJE(xj+t,f1) df1 1 :S;C(h2+€2). 
6:5:J:5: J - 6 l:5:lnl:5:M -1 

(5.57) 

Combining (5.57) with (5.54), a unifrom bound is 

~up It L ~~n,j+tam -11 'ljJE(Xj+t,f1)df11 
6:5:J:5: J - 6 l:5:lnl:5:M -1 

:s; supmin(C(h2 + (2), C€-1(h2 + kN)) (5.58) 
(' 

.\ 2N :s; C(ha + ka ). 
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If the extrapolated endpoint is not correct, then (5.55) reduces to 

Consequently, (5.58) becomes 

~up It L \lI~,i+tam _11 .,p€(Xj+t,JJ,)dJ-l1 
6=:;J=:;J-6 l=:;lnl=:;M -1 

=:; supmin(C(h2 + f), C€-1(h2 + kN)) 
f 
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Chapter 6 

THE HYPERBOLIC SYSTEMS WITH LONG-TIME PARABOLIC BEHAVIOR 

6.1 Introduction 

Many hyperbolic system of partial differential equations have low order term 

which breaks the conservation form of the system and lead to long-time behavior 

which is parabolic in nature. Such systems are found in combustion theory, multi

phase flow and turbulence modeling where the low order terms may arise describing 

chemical reactions, phase coupling or turbulent kinematks respectively. The sim

plest example of such a system is the linear telegrapher's system 

Ot h + Ox w = 0 , 
1 

OtW + oxh + -w = 0, 
€ 

for which h( t, x) exhibits the approximate long-time behavior 

If € is small, by rescaling t ~ €-lt and w ~ €w, the system (6.1) becomes 

Ot h + Ox w = 0 , 

€2 0tW + oxh + w = o. 

For small €, (6.3) gives 

and the approximate behavior of h( t, x) as 

which is again parabolic. 

(6.1) 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

In devising numerical schemes for solving such system in regimes where the 

parabolic asymptotics becomes important, it is desirous to insure that the scheme 

properly captures the parabolic behavior. This has been amply demonstrated in 
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linear transport theory where the density of particles undergoing collisions with a 

background medium will solve the diffusion equation in the limit of vanishing mean 

free path. However not much attention has been given to this problem for cases of 

genuinely nonlinear systems; in such cases the difficulties of properly capturing the 

development and evolution of discontinuities complicate the picture. 

The system of idealized river equations [28] 

8t h + 8x (hw) = 0, 

1 2 r 
8t (hw) + 8x (hw 2 + 29h ) = sgh - 41w1w. 

is our model to study this behavior for nonlinear hyperbolic systems. If the slope 

and drag vanish then these equations reduce to the usual one dimensional shallow 

water equations in conservation form and one could use a higher order Godunov 

or ENO type schemes to best capture the discontinuous features of the solutions. 

However, the solutions of river equations have a long-time approximate behavior 

governed in dimensionless form by a nonlinear convection-diffusion equation 

Most such schemes fail to capture properly this long-time behavior. Adequate care 

must be taken to properly incorporate the low order terms into such schemes. 

Our goal is to develop numerical schemes for such systems which are modern 

high order shock capturing schemes, yet which also will correctly handle problems 

involving long times or large gradient lengths. A spatial discretization meeting 

this criterion would allow the use of a coarser grid to resolve spatial features or 

the implementation of implicit temporal differencing to enable one to economically 

compute to the longer time scales of interest. The main idea is to build the asymp

totics leading to the parabolic behavior into the difference scheme. If done properly, 

the numerical solution should limit to the solution of a good spatial discretization 

of the related parabolic equation. 
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In this chapter first several difference schemes (upwinds, van Leer and PPM) 

will be studied and compared for the long time behavior of the telegraphers equa

tions. We will then study the long time behavior of the river equations and solve the 

Riemann problem of the shallow water equations. Higher order Godunov schemes 

based on this Riemann solver will be applied and compared for this problem. 

6.2 Long-Time Behavior of the Linear Telegrapher's System 

We Start from the linear telegraphers system (6.1). Any numerical scheme 

which has the correct long-time behavior refers to that the scheme leads to a good 

discretization of the parabolic equation (6.2) or (6.3) in long time. 

In this chapter, we only consider the method of line. In other words, we only 

discretize spatial variable and leave time continuous. For any conservation law 

a spatial discretization in conservation form can be written as 

(6.5) 

where the cell-edge fluxes Uj+t are to be defined. Applying the discrete conservation 

law (6.5) to the linear telegraphers equation yields 

W'+I - W· 1 
8t Hj + ) '2 )-'2 = 0, 

~x 

H· 1 - H· I 1 
8t W· + )+'2 )-'2 + -W' = 0, 

) ~x E) 

(6.6) 

where H j + t and Wj+ t are to be determined. 

6.2.1 The Upwind Scheme 

To determine the cell-edge fluxes Hj+ t and Wj+ t, we add the two equations 

in (6.1) and also subtract the first equation from the second one. Then the following 

system easily follows: 

1 
8t (h + w) + 8x (h + w) = --w, 

E 

1 
8t(h-w)+8.x(h-w)= -w. 

E 

(6.7) 
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So the two Riemann invariant of the system (6.1) are h + wand h - w respectively. 

If the lower order term is ignored, then the upwind scheme is 

(H + W)j+t = (H + W)j , 

(H - W)j+t = (H - W)j+l, 

which gives the cell-edge fluxes 

Hj + Hj+l Wj - Wj+l 
Hj+t = 2 + 2 ' 

_ Hj - Hj+l + Wj + Wj+! 
W"+.l - ---"-----"--'--

) 2 2 2 

(6.8) 

(6.9) 

Hj-t and Wj-t can be obtained simply by a translation j ~ j - 1 in (6.9). Now 

substituting the definition (6.9) to the discrete conservation law (6.11), the following 

upwind scheme results: 

a H" _ Hj+l - 2Hj + Hj-l 
t ) 2~x 

Wj+l - Wj-l _ 0 
+ 2~x -, 

a W" _ Wj+l - 2Wj + Wj-l 
t ) 2~x 

Hj+l - Hj-l Wj _ 0 
+ 2~x + € - , 

This is a first order scheme. The truncation error is O( ~x + €~X + (~x)2). It does 

not have the asymptotic behavior in long time. This typical example shows that 

although a scheme captures the characteristics of a hyperbolic system, if the lower 

order term is not incorporated properly into the numerical schemes, it may not lead 

to the right behavior in long time. 

6.2.2 A Modified Upwind Scheme 

If the lower order term in (6.7) is not neglected, the result can be improved. 

At long time, (6.1) implies 
1 

axh = --w, 
€ 

axw = O. 
(6.10) 

We will build a mechanism into the upwind scheme to incorporate this behavior. 

Applying Taylor expansion on Hj and Hj+l at x = xj+t and using (6.10) we can 

obtain 
~X 

Hj = H)"+l + -? VV)"+l, 
2 ~€ 2 (6.11) 
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Using (6.11) in the upwind equation (6.8) gives 

(6.12) 

We first solve for Hj+t and Wj+~ from (6.12) and get Hj_~ and Wj-t by trans

lation, then substitute them into the conservation form (6.5) to get the following 

modified upwind scheme: 

(6.13) 

This is also a first order scheme with truncation error O( ~x + €L\x + (L\x)2) which 

is the same as the upwind scheme. Asymptotic analysis shows that as € --+- 0, for 

long time behavior Ot --+- €Ot and w --+- €w, the first equation in (6.13) can be well 

approximated by 
OtHj _ HHI - 2Hj + Hj-l = O. 

(L\x)2 

This is a good approximation (second order) of the heat equation (6.4). Thus the 

modified upwind scheme (6.13) has the correct long time behavior. 

The weak point of the modified upwind scheme is that it is only a first order 

scheme when € is not small. 

6.2.3 van Leer Scheme 

For method of line, van Leer scheme [22] uses a linear interpolation to eval

uate UHt in the conservation form. Suppose Uj-l, Uj and UHl are the average 

values of U defined on j -1st, jth and j + 1st cells respectively. Through these cells 

we fit a piecewise linear function 

u ·(x) - U· + m ·(x - x·) J - J J J , for (6.14) 
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whose average over jth cell is asked to be Uj. The unknown mj can be determined 

by requiring the average of Uj(x) over j -1st or j + 1st cell to be Uj-l or Uj+l. In 

the former case, 
Uj - Uj-l 

mj-t = ~x ' (6.15) 

and in the latter case 
U"+1 - u' 

m -] ] 
'+.1 -

] 2 ~X 
(6.16) 

A natural candidate for m j is 

m' t +m,+t ]-- ]-
1nj = 2 2 

2 
(6.17) 

Applying a monotonicity constraint [22] on these numerical slope approximation 

gIves 

For a linear advection equation 

if mj+t . mj-t ~ OJ 
otherwise. 

one defines the cell edge flux according to the characteristic directions 

(6.18) 

For the linear telegraphers equation, applying (6.18) to Eq.(6.12) of its Riemann 

invariants yields 

(H + W)j+t = Uj(xj+t) = Hj + Wj + mj(xj+t - Xj), 

(H - W)j+t = Uj+l(Xj+t) = Hj+l + Wj+l + mj+l(xj+t - Xj+l), 
(6.19) 
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where mj is the slope corresponding to the Riemann invariant H + W and mj is 

the slope corresponding to H - W. If the solution is smooth, i.e. (6.17) is chosen 

to be the approximate slope, and the grid is uniform, then (6.19) leads to 

(6.20) 

This is a second order scheme with the truncation error O( c(.6.x)3 + (A;)3 + (.6.x)2). 

Clearly (6.20) does not lead to an approximation of the heat equation (6.4) as c -jo o. 
So van Leer scheme does not have the correct long-time behavior. 

6.2.4 The Piecewise Parabolic Method (PPM) 

The PPM [8] uses a piecewise quadratic function to interpolate Uj+t given 

average function values. Let 

for x E [Xj-t,xi+t]. 

(6.21) 

Here Uj(x) is defined such that its average over the jth cell [Xj-t,Xj+t] equals Uj. 

mj and aj can be determined by requiring the average of Uj(x) over j - 1st and 

j + 1st cells to be Uj-l and Ui+l respectively. These conditions imply 

Ui+1 - UJ'_l 
• _ 2 2 

mJ - 2.6.x and 
Ui+t - 2Uj + Uj-t 

aj = 2(.6.x)2 (6.22) 

Suppose mj-t and mi+t are defined in the same way as in the van Leer scheme 

(i.e. as defined by (6.15) and (6.16)). In order to keep the monotonicity of the 

solution we limit mj and aj when the following cases occur: 

1) If mj-t . mi+t ~ 0, then 

if 4lmj-t I < Imj+t Ii 
if 4lmi+t 1 ::; Imj+t I, 



and 

2) If mj-t . mj+t < 0, then 

and 

if 4Imj_! I < Imj+! Ii 
if 4Imj+!1 ::; Imj+tl, 

if 2lmj+t l < Imj-t li 
if 2lmj-t l ::; Imj+tl, 

if 21mHti < Imj-tli 
if 41mHt I ::; Imj+t I· 
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For our problem, if the solution is smooth. i.e., mj and aj are defined by 

(6.22), then applying the quadratic function Uj(x) to the two Riemann invariants 

H + Wand H - W leads to 

(H + W)Ht = Uj(Xj+t) 

=Hj + Wj + mJ(xj+t - Xj) + aJ[(xj+t - Xj? - 112(~X?]' 
(H - W)j+t = Uj+l(xHt) 

1 
=Hj+I + Wj+l + mj+l(xHt - xHt) + aj+l[(xHt - xHd2 - 12(~x)2], 

(6.23) 

where the superscripts + and - to m and a are associated with Riemann invariant 

H + Wand H - W respectively. Solving (6.23) for Hj+t and vVj+t and inserting 

them into the conservation form (6.5) gives 

(6.24) 

This is a third order scheme with truncation error O(€(~x)3 + (t.'.;)3 + (~x)4). 
Clearly (6.24) does not lead to an approximation of the heat equation (6.4) as 

€ ---+ o. So the PPM does not have the correct long-time behavior either. 



6.3 The Long Time Behavior of the River Equations 

The system of nonlinear river equations is given by [28] 

8t h + 8x (hv) = 0, 
1 r 

8t(hv) + 8x (hv2 + '2gh2 ) = sgh - 4'lvlv, 
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(6.25) 

where h is the height of the river, v is the mean velocity of the water flow, 9 > 0 is 

the magnitude of gravitational acceleration, s is the slope of the bottom of the river 

and r is the roughness of the water. In long time and large space, we can rescale 

the equation (6.25) by 8t ~ €8t and 8x ~ €8x and get 

8t h + 8x (hv) = 0, 

€8t(hv) + €8x (hv2 + ~gh2) = sgh - ilvlv . 
(6.26) 

If the O(€) term is ignored, then the second equation of (6.26) gives 

(6.27) 

This determines the leading term of v. Inserting (6.27) into the first equation of 

(6.27) gives 

This is a nonlinear hyperbolic conservation law which will blow up in finite time 

even if the initial condition is smooth. We now look for a correction of u to the 

next order by set ting 

ff-sg 1 
V = -h'2 +€w 

r ' 
(6.28) 

for w to be determined. Inserting (6.28) into (6.26), after ignoring all O( €3) terms, 

we get 

(
{4;g3 ) 8t h + 8x V --;--1'-12'2 + €hw = 0, (6.29) 



and 

<0, ( v4;g h~ + <hW) + <0, (4;9 h2 + ~gh2 + 2</;g h~w ) 

=8gh - i (4;9 h + 2<V4;g htW) . 

After simplification, (6.30) becomes 
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(6.30) 

<0, ( v4;g ht + <hW) + <0, ( 4;g 1.2 + ~gh2 + 2</;g htw ) = -<,jrsghtw. 
(6.31) 

We only consider the leading term of (6.31) which is 

0, (V4;9 h%) +8, W;g + ~g) h2] = -<,jrsghtw . (6.32) 

Also ignoring the higher order term, (6.29) becomes 

8t h + 8x ( V4
:
9 

h¥) = 0, 

which gives 
3 3.1 3 ff-Sg 1 3 

8t h"2 = -h 2 8t h = -- -h"28xh"2. 
2 2 r 

(6.33) 

Plugging (6.33) into (6.32) shows 

-€vrsghtw = V4S9 . ~V4S9 ht . ~ht8xh + 8x [(4S9 + !g) h2] 
7' 2 r 2 r 2 

= _ 9:g 
h8xh + (8:9 + g) h8xh 

= (-~: +g) h8x h. 

Therefore, w can be solved as 

w = - f! (; -~ ) h t 8x h . 

Inserting w in Eq.(6.29) gives 

(6.34) 

Eq.(6.34) is the long-time behavior of h which is a nonlinear convection-diffusion 

equation in nature. The diffusion term will smear out the shock introduced by the 

nonlinear convection term and the system turns out to be parabolic. 
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6.4 The Riemann Problem of the Shallow Water Equation 

The systems of shallow water equations is the river equation without the 

lower order term. Solving it is our first step toward solving the river equations. It 

can be written as a conservation from 

Ot h + Ox (lw) = 0 , 
1 

ot(hv) + ox(hv2 + '2gh2) = O. 
(6.35) 

If we eliminate Ot in the second equation by using the first equation, the shallow 

water equation can also be written as 

(6.36) 

Eq.(6.36) is genuinely nonlinear and strictly hyperbolic with two distinct real char

acteristics 

>.+ = v + Vfjh, and 

We turn now to the Riemann initial value problem, where the initial functions 

are 

h(O,x) = {hL' ~f x < OJ 
hn, If x> 0, 

and v(O,x) = {vL, ~fx<Oj 
vn, If x> O. 

(6.37) 

The solution of Riemann problem is constant states separated by shocks or rarefac

tions [21]. In case of a shock, the jump condition [21,27,29] should be satisfied by 

the system (6.35), i.e., 
[h]s = [hv] , 

1 
[hv]s = [hv2 + '2gh2] , 

(6.38) 

where s is the shock speed, [u] = un - UL and [h] = hn - hL denote the jump in U 

and h respectively. By eliminating s, (6.38) gives 

(6.39) 
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For uniqueness of the solution, we only accept the discontinuous solution which 

satisfies the following entropy condition [21,27,29]: 

(6.40) 

where U denotes (h, v). The solution of the Riemann problem (6.37) of the shallow 

water equation (6.35) has nine possibie cases based on the initial data. 

Case 1: There is only one right-moving shock S+. See Figure 6.1a. 

t V 
+ 

S 

S 

U JUL UR 

X h 

(a) (1:» 

Figure 6.1: One right-moving shock. 

The jump condition (6.38) and the entropy condition (6.40) should be satis

fied. The question is which sign to take in (6.39). We first claim that in this case 

one must have h > hR and v > UR. If this were not true, say h < hR. By entropy 

condition, 

VL+V9hL >s >vn+Vghn, 

one has 
hv - hnVR = (h - hn)s «h - hn)(vn + Vghn) 

=hvn - hnvn + (h - hn)Vgh R , 

or 

h(v - vn) < (h - hn)Vghn < o. 

'l"'hus v < '/.IR, and by (6.39), 

v = Vn- (6.41 ) 
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Again applying the entropy condition (6.40), 

(6.42) 

which implies 
r:L r:L hL + hR 

yghR - ygh < - 9 2hLhR (h - hR)2 < O. 

Hence hR < h. This is a contradiction to the assumption h < hR. Therefore we 

must have h > hR. We now show that v > VR. If this were not true, i.e., v < VR, 

then (6.41) is true. By entropy condition (6.42), 

or equivalently 

1 Jh + hR 
Vii + VhR > 2hhR (h - hR), 

since we have shown h > hR. This gives 

h2 + hk + 2JhhR(h + hR) < 0, (6.43) 

which is a obvious contradiction since the left hand side is positive. This contradic

tion implies that our assumption is wrong. Thus we must have v > VR. 

In summary, the solution in this case is 

+ {V = VR + )g hr.+hu (h - hR)2 S : 2hLhn' 

h> hR. 

The graph of S+ on the phase plane of (h, v) is plotted in Figure 6.1b. 

Case 2: There is only one left-moving shock S-. See Figure 6.2a. 

Similar to Case 1, the solution S- is determined by 

S- : {V = VR + g~xthl:(h - hR)2, 
h < hR. 

(6.44) 
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which is plotted in Figure 6.2b. Notice that h = 0 is an asymptotic line of S-. 

v 
t 

s 

--------~------~.~ X ---r--------------~~>h 

(a) ( b ) 

Figure 6.2: One left-mo\'ing shock. 

Case 3: There is only one right rarefaction R+. See Figure 6.3a. 

Rarefaction is a kind of simple wave whose solution can be determined by 

the self similar solution as a function of B = 7' Substituting 

h(t,x) = h(B) , v(t,x) = v(B) 1 

into the system of shallow water equations (6.36) gives 

(
V(B)-B h ) (hl(B))_o 

9 v(B) - B v'(B) - . (6.45 ) 

Eq.(6,45) either has trivial solution h'(B) = v'(8) = 0 which gives a constant solution 

or has nontrivial solution if 

(
V(B) - B h) 

det 9 v( 8) _ 8 = 0 , 

which implies B+ = v + /9Ti and 8_ = v - ViiJi.. Here B+ and B_ correspond to the 

right and left rarefactions respectively. Solving (6.45) at B = B+ yields 

-.jihh'(B) + hv'(B) = o. (6.46) 

Taking Go on B = v + .jjjh also gives 

(6.4 7) 
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Solving (6.46) and (6.47) for v gives 

v = 2/9h + C, (6.4S) 

where C is the constant of integration. Applying boundary condition v = v R on 

(6.48) gives C and consequently v. plugging v back to (6.46) or (6.47) to solve for 

h with condition at h R , we finally have 

on (6.49) 

where 

and 

The graph of R+ on (h,v) plane is a parabola. Note that ~~ = .Jf > 0 so v is 

increasing as a function of h. See Figure 6.3b. 

v 
t 

u 

--------~------~>x --~-------------t>h 

(a) < b) 

Figure 6.3: One right rarefaction. 

t 
v 

~ 
--------~-------{~>X 

u 

---r------------~>h 

(a) ( 1> ) 

Figure 6.4: One left rarefaction. 
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Case 4: There is only one left rarefaction R-. See Figure 6.4a. 

The solution of R- can be solved in a similar manner as for R+. We have 

{
V = -2V9h + 2..jghL + VL , 

R_: h = (3~(fh - B) + ViiL)2" 

where 

and 

on 

The graph of R+ on (h, v) plane is plotted in Figure 6.';0. 

v 

Figure 6.5: Connections of shocks and rarefactions. 

v 
t 

(6.50) 

---------¥--------L>X ---r--~----------~h 

(a) 

Figure 6.6: One left rarefaction and one right-moving shock. 

If we put the graph of S+ I S- I R+ and R- in one ( h, v) plane, then we have 

Figure 6.5. The connections at U R between S- and R-, S+ and R- are second

order differentiable [27]. This fact can also be checkr:d from the expressions of 

S+ , S- , R+ and R-. If U L is on any ·of these four curw;s, then one of the above 
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four cases must happen. If U L = U R, then there is only a trivial constant solution. 

However, if U L is in other areas, one of the next five cases takes place. 

Case 5: There are only one left rarefaction R- and one right-moving shock. 

See Figure 6.6. 

It is this case when U L is in area 1. To connect U R with U L, it must take 

curve R- first and then curve S+. Since U L is above R- but under S+ and the 

equations of R- and S+ are given by (6.50) and (6.44) respectively, one must have 

VL + 2JghL > t'n + 2~, 

VL<VR+ g~)\+hhn(h-hR)2. 
- L n 

Since 
h. + hR (h _ I )2 

v. = Vn + 9 2h.hR • In on 5+ , 
(6.51) 

VL = -2JghL + 2...;gF;: + v. on 

after eliminating v. and simplifying, we get 

~J~ h. + hn (~-1) + J h. = VL + 2F9hL - Vn . 
2 2 h. hR hn 2..;gJtR 

(6.52) 

Solving (6.52) for h. by numerical method (for example, Newton's method), and 

plugging it in (6.51) one can then obtain v •. The shock speed can be evaluated by 

the jump condition (6.38), 
+ _ hnVR - h.v. 

S - hn - h. . 

The solution on R_ can be determined by (6.50). 

Case 6: There are two shocks. See Figure 6.7. 

v 
t 

s 

--------~~------~ X ---r--------------~h 

(a) (b) 

Figure 0'.7: Two shocks. 



This is the case when U L in in area II, or 

VL > VR + 9 hL + hR (I h)2 ?h h t - R • 
~ L R 

By the results in Case 1 and 2, crossing the two shocks, 

v .. = VR + h .. + hR (h - I )2 on 9 ?h h .. IR 
~ .. R 

VL = v. + h .. +hL(h -I )2 on 9 ?h h .. lL 
- .. L 

Eliminating v .. from (6.53), we get after simplification, 

1 

2 
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S+, 
(6.53) 

S-. 

Solving (6.54) for h .. numerically, then we can get v* from (6.53). Finally by jump 

conditions, we can solve the shock speeds, 

and (6.55 ) 

Case 7: There is a left shock and a right rarefaction. See Figure 6.S. 

v 
t 

UR 
------~~·------~x ---h~--------------I>h 

(a) {b} 

Figure 6.8: One left-moving shock and one right rarefaction. 

This is the case when U L is in III, i.e., 

VL - 2...;gr;:z > VR - 2~ , 

[ihL + hn 
VL < VR + 9 'I (II. - hn )2 . 

2 tL tn 



Since 
h .. + hL (h _ I )2 

VI, = V .. + 9 2h .. hL .. lL 

vD * L = -2.Jih:., - 2JghR + VR 

after eliminating v .. and simplifying, we get 

1 
-
2 
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on 5- , 
(6.56) 

on 

(6.57) 

Solving (6.57) for h .. numerically and plugging it in (6.56) one can then obtain v •. 

Finally R+ can be determined by (6.49) and 5- is determined by (6.55). 

and 

Case 8: There are two rarefactions. See Figure 6.9. 

V 

t 

(a) 

Figure 6.9: Two rarefactions. 

In this case U L is in area IV, or one should have 

VL < 2JghL + VR - 2JghR, 

VL < -2JghL + VR + 2JghR, 

tiL 2: -2JghL + VR - 2JghR , 

v .. = VR + 2.Jih:., - 2JghR, on R+ , 

VL = -2JghL + 2.Jih:., + v .. , on R- . 

Eliminating v .. and simplifying, h., can be solved exactly as 

h. = [
VL + 2V9hL. _ VR - 2Vghn]2 

4~' 4~ 

(6.58) 

(6.59) 

h 
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Plugging (6.59) into (6.58) soiyes v ... R+ and R- can be determined by (6.49) and 

(6.50) respectively. 

Case 9: There is a vacuum. See Figure 6.10. 

v 

____ ~ __ ~~.--~~ h 

Figure 6.1(1: A vacuum. 

When UL is in area V, in order to connect UL to Un, it takes R- first, 

reaching the v-axis. It passes through a vacuum at h = 0 before it reaches R+. The 

conditions for U L in area V are 

VL < -2.;gr;;, + VR - 2.jghn, 

VL < VR + 2JghL - 2.jghR' 

We do not consider this case. 

The above nine cases complete the picture of the Riemann problem for the 

system of shallow water equations. 

6.5 Three Godunov Type Schemes 

The Godunov type schemes are based on the solution of the Riemann prob

lem. It solv:;!s a local Riemann problem at each spatial zone in order to get the 

cell-edge flux Uj+~. 

Godunov Scheme [10]: Suppose R( 7; UL, U R) is the solution of the Riemann 

problem, then one takes 
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van Leer Scheme [22]: On j th spatial zone, this scheme uses linear function 

Ui(x) in (6.14) to interpolate the cell-edge flux. One just takes 

(6.60) 

where ut = Ui(xi+t) and UT+l = Uj-t-l(xi+t)· 

PPM Method [8]: The PPM method also uses (6.60) to define the cell-edge 

flux but Ui (x) is now a piecewise quadratic interpolation defined by (6.21). 

6.6 Non-Dimensionization 

All numerical methods solve the nondimensional shallow water equations. 

Start from the system of shallow water equations (6.35). Let 

L 
9 = T2' 

where L is the length dimension and T is the time dimension. Define 

then the shallow water equations become 

8l h + 8x(hv) = 0, 

8t (hv) + 8x (hu2 + ~h2) = o. 

This is a dimensionless system. 

6.7 A Numerical Example 

We now consider a numerical example to test the higher order Godunov 

schemes on the Riemann problem of the shallow water equations. We use initial 

conditions hL = 1.0, hn = 0.2; VL = vn = 0.0. It is easy to verify that with these 

initial conditions Case 5 occurs. So there is a left rarefaction and a right shock. 

We take 200 mesh points between -1 and 1. At t = 0.5, Figure 6.l1a shows that 

Godunov scheme does not capture the rarefaction and shock correctly. The solution 

at the rarefaction is not accurate and the corners at the endpoints of the rarefaction 
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is not sharp. the transition of the shock takes 13 to 14 zones. Figure 6.11b shows 

that the van Leer scheme does a very good job for both rarefaction and shock. It 

is sharp near the rarefaction and take 4 to 5 zones for t.he shock transition. Figure 

6.11c shows that PPM is as good as the van Leer scheme at the shock, but slightly 

worse near the rarefaction. 
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Figure G.lla: Comparison between Godunov scheme and the exact solution. 
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Since the higher order Coduno\' schemes are Yery robust in handling the 

nonlinearity of the system, we int.end to modify them such that they properly cap

ture the long time behavior of the river equations. Similar to the modified upwind 

scheme, our idea is to incorporate the lower order term in the river equations into 

the slope of the van Leer scheme or the PPM method so the numerical scheme has 

the same asymptotic limit in long time as the river equation. This work remains to 

be fulfilled. 
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Figure 6.lIb: Comparison between the van Leer scheme and the exact solution. 
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Chapter 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

In order that a numerical discretization of the transport equation behaves 

properly in a highly scattering, diffusive regime, its leading asymptotic behavior 

should have the correct diffusion limit both in the interior of the domain and at the 

boundary. Previous treatments had concentrated on obtaining the correct interior 

diffusion limit, we treat it by expanding the asymptotics to O( €2) and obtain an 

appropriate quadrature set which gives more accurate diffusion boundary conditions 

than the usual Gaussian quadrature set. The improvement is more significant for 

fewer quadrature points. The numerical results have shown that our theory does 

mal<:e improvements on the numerical solutions. 

Besides the B N introduced in Chapter 3, other choices for the quadrature set 

of discrete-ordinate equation are possible. For example, instead of increasing the 

order of accuracy of the quadrature set so that it intergrates polynomials of degrees 

up to 4N - 3, one could also replace these conditions by those obtained through 

higher asymptotic matching between the interior and the boundary layer. 

For spatially discrete transport equation in thick limit, although numerical 

examples have shown that B N gives very good results in the interior even when N 

is small, B N does not give correct extrapolated endpoint condition. It is interesting 

to know whether by imposing some other conditions instead of simply increasing 

the order of quadrature set, a quadrature set exists which gives exactly the correct 

extrapolated endpoint condition. The other conditions that might work should 

preserve some of the physical quantities, such as the exact lealmge for the half

space constant source problem [9]. 

In [9], a new quadrature set in constructed for discrete-ordinate method in 

nondiffusive regimes. The quadrature set preserves the slowest exponential decaying 

modes for constant coefficient half space problem and the exact leakage for the half 

space problem or the extrapolated endpoint condition. However, as w -+ 1, it 

reduces to the Gaussian quadrature set which is not good in diffusive regimes. It is 
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interesting to know whether one can construct a uniform quadrature set which works 

well in both nondiffusive and diffusive regimes. In other words, can the quadrature 

set in [9] be modified such that it approaches to BN as w ~ 1? 

One advantage of using a quadrature set satisfying the extrapolated end

point condition and the one-way discrete boundary data is demonstrated in the 

convergence proof for such schemes in diffusive regimes in Chapter 5 or [11]. In 

the diffusive regimes the collision terms generally have an c 1 contribution to the 

truncation error that causes the scheme to lose accuracy as E ~ O. With the cor

rect diffusion boundary conditions developed in this dissertation we are able to 

show that the numerical solutions converge to the transport solution uniformly in 

E. Moreover, for an n-th order numerical transfer with correct interior diffusion 

limit, the order of convergence of the scheme will be at least ~n uniformly in E with 

the correct extrapolated endpoint. Without the correct extrapolated endpoint, the 

order will be reduced to tn. Therefore, the correct extrapolated endpoint is crucial 

in improving the convergence in diffusive regimes. 

Of course there are complications if one wishes to apply these ideas to prob

lems with anisotropic materials. In that case the extrapolated endpoint distance 

will no longer be 0.710446· .. in mean free path,but will depend on the anisotropic 

scattering kernel. In order to use our method, one must rework the boundary layer 

analysis to calculate the quadrature set as a function of the material in the system. 

This could be done for a simple class of anisotropic scattering kernels. If, in addi

tion, the material consists of two scattering materials with different anisotropy (so 

that one has to use a space-dependent angular quadrature set) one should then solve 

the appropriate internal layer problem and match them at the interface between the 

two materials. Such an analysis remains to be done. 

Although the analysis in this dissertation was carried out on a I-D prob

lem, the idea certainly can be applied to higher dimension problems. For example, 

when treating the discrete-ordinate equation, the boundary layer analysis could be 

performed on the I-D projection of the quadrature set along the direction normal 

to the boundary. A spatially discrete problem with a continuous angle treatment 

reduces to a I-D boundary problem if the grid is aligned with the boundary. The 
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problem with both angular and spatial discretizations gets really complicated. How

ever, if the semi-discrete problems are well studied, then one could expect a better 

understanding of higher dimensional fully-discrete problems. 

This idea is not limited to one-speed transport theory. It could also be 

applied in treatment.s of rarefied gas dynamics based on the Boltzmann equation or 

of electron transport in small semiconductor devices. More generally, it applies to 

the discrete approximation of any kinetic model in regimes close to its macroscopic 

limit. 

A much wider application of this idea is demonstrated in the numerical solu

tion of the hyperbolic systems with parabolic behavior in long time. In Chapter 6 

we analyzed the behavior of various numerical schemes for hyperbolic conservation 

law and showed that most of them do not have the correct long-time parabolic limit. 

A powerful numerical scheme which possesses this long time behavior should be de

veloped for these problems. We have only done the first step in the dissertation and 

further progress should be made toward this goal. 
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Appendix A 

HALF SPACE PROBLEM OF THE DISCRETE-ORDINATE EQUATIONS 

As indicated in Chapter 3, the solution of the half space w = 1 problem 

of the discrete-ordinate equation can be represented as a linear combination of 

the complete system of eigenfunctions. The coefficients of the combination can be 

determined by solving the following system of linear equations: 

M-l 

1m = a - bJ-lm + L A(i) 1 , 
i=l 1 - eiJ-lm 

(A.l) 

for m = 1,2"", M, which is Eq.(3.27) for any 1 with (3.26) plugged in and ei 

satisfies condition (3.23). This is a system of M linear equations with M + 1 

unknowns a, b, and A(i) for i = 1,2"", M - 1. We want to solve a and A(i),s in 

terms of b. 

Dividing both sides of (A.l) by b and introducing 

(A.2) 

linear equation (A.l) implies 

(A.3) 

and 

ao = alb, (A A) 

A.l The Expression of S(J-l) and S( - J-l) 

We shall now find an explicit formula for S(J-l) and S( -J-l) without solving 

explicitly for the constants ao and Bi. Define 

M-l 

R(J-l) = II (1 - ekJ-l), (A.5) 
k=l 
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and 
M 

P(p,) = II (p, - P,i)·. (A.6) 
i=1 

Multiply S(p,) by R(p,) to clear the denominator of (A.2). The resulting function 

S(p, )R(p,) is a polynomial of degree M in p, which equals 

M-l 

hm = 1m IT (1 - ekP,m) , (A.7) 
1.=1 

for p, = p,m, m = 1"", M. By introducing the Lagrange interpolation polynomial 

through {(P,m, hm), m = 1,,,,, M}, 

(A.8) 

whose degree is M - 1, it is clear that S(p,)R(p,) - L(p,) can not differ from PCp,) 

by more that a constant factor. Introducing 

(A.9) 

then the constant of proportionality can be found by comparing the coefficients of 

the highest power of p, (namely, p,M) in pep,) and s(p,). In the former it is unity, 

while in the latter it is ( _1)M ).1 ... ).M -1. Hence 

(A.I0) 

This is the required formula for S(p,). 

Recall the relation ([6], which was proved for for the Gaussian quadrature 

set. It can be easily verified to be also true for our quadrature set) 

(A.ll) 

and the definition of H-function 

(A.12) 
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using (A.3) through (A.I0), it can be derived that 

M (M-l M ) S( -p) = (_I)M-l L Ik IT 1 - ejPk II P + Pi + ~H(p). 
k=1 )'=1 1 + ejp i=1 Pk - Pi V3 

i~/C 

(A.13) 

This is the explicit formula for S ( - P ). At P = Pm, 

(A.14) 

S( -Pm) is the reflected flux from a half space which is a pure scatterer [8] given 

the incoming flux 1m. 

A.2 The Constants of Integration 

Explicit formulas for the constants of intergration can now be found in the 

manner described by S.Chandrasekhar ([6], p78-89). The only difference here is 

that now S(p) contains L(p) while in [6] 1m is zero. Finally, 

1 M 
ao = oX + b L Imwm , (A.15) 

m=1 

and 

(.4.16) 

where 

(A.17) 

(A.18) 

and 

M-l lH-l( e )-1 M [ (1)] 
P~:) = II (1- enPm) IT 1 - e'; TI (Pm - Pn)-1 ei - Pn . (A.19) 

n;ei n~nl 
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Now, by (A.4), the explicit expressions for a and A(i) are 

M 

a = b)' + L fmwm , (A.20) 
m=l 

and 

(A.21) 

respectively. 

A.3 The Properties of Wm 

As W-function in (1.4) plays an important role in the solutions of full space 

and half space problems of constant coefficient transport equation, Wm in (A.18), 

as the discrete W-function for discrete-ordinate equation, plays a similar role for 

the half space problems of constant coefficient discrete-ordinate equation. We can 

find the following properties of Wm which corresponds to similar properties that 

W -function possesses. 

Lemma A.1: Wm has the following properties: 
M 

1) L Wm = 1. (A.22) 
m=l 

2) 
M M M-l 

l; Jim Wm = l; Jim - ~ e~ , (A.23) 

M 1 L I-e, wm=O, (i=I,2,.··,M-l). 
m=l ,Jim 

3) (A.24) 

Proof: Rewrite the system of linear equations (A.I) as 

m= 1,2,···,M, (A.25) 



by Cramer's Rule, a in (A.25) can be expressed as 

det 

1 

I 

det 

I 

I 

I 
l-eM-lJtl 

I 

I I 

+b ____ ~~_M __ ~I~-~?~1~1'~Af~----~I--~eT1f~-~1~p~Af~-
1 I-ell'l I-eM-lJtl 
1 I I 

I-ell'2 I-eM-IJt2 
det 

1 1 

Compared with (A.20), it can be obtained that 

It I 
I-elJtl 

h 1 

det 
l-elJt2 

fM l-el/'M 

1 I 
l-elJtl 

M 
l-eM-l/lM """ f ---'-:-------r..:...:....:..:.:--------'-TI --=..:.....:.:.:,:-,-- - L-t m Wm , 

l-eM-ll'l m=l 

1 1 

det 
l-elJt2 

1 

1 1 
l-ell'M 
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(A.26) 

(A.27) 
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and 

J-LI 
1 1 

l-ell-'l l-eM-ll-'l 

J-L2 
1 1 

det 
l-ell-'2 l-eM-lI-'2 

J-LM 
1 1 M M-I 1 l-~l ~M l-~M- tl'M 

= LJ-Lm- L-' (A.28) 
1 I I 

l-ell-'l I-eM -11-'1 m=l n=l en 

1 1 1 

det 
l-ell-'2 l-eM-lI-'2 

1 1 1 
l-ell-'M l-eM-lI-'M 

Applying fm = 1 and l-e1jP-m in (A.27) to get results (A.22) and (A.24) respectively. 

Applying fm = J-Lm with (A.28) will prove (A.23). 

then 

and 

Corollary A.2: If f(J-L) is a linear function of J-L and 

M M-l 1 
L J-Lm - L en = 0.710446 .. · , 
m=l n=l 

(A.29) 

M I 

L fmwm = J W(J-L)f(J-L)dJ-L. 
m=l 0 

(A.30) 

Proof: Assume fm = x + YJ-Lm for any x and y. Then it suffices to show that 

1 M J W(J-L) dJ-L = L W m , 
o m=l 

M 

= L J-LmWm· 
m=l 

(A.31) 

(A.32) 

Eq.(A.31) is true by (A.22) in the Lemma and the normalization condition of TtV

function. (A.32) holds by (A.23) in the Lemma,(4.1) and (1.5). 
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Appendix B 

THE BOUNDARY LAYER ANALYSIS FOR THE STEP METHOD 

We start with the step method 

(B.la) 

where 

(B.lh) 

with the boundary conditions 

(B.le) 

;jJ-m,J+~ = JRm , m> o. (B.ld) 

Without loss of generality, we assume that aT ,aA ,Q and !::!.Z are all constants in the 

boundary layer. 

Below we consider the boundary layer at x = x L only; the analysis near 

x = x R is obtained in the same fashion. Introducing the stretching transformation 

or 

j 

Hj=L(OX!::!.zh, 
k=l 

(B.2) 

(B.3) 

on Eq.(B.la) and omitting all 0(€2) terms ( € is defined in (4.7)) leads to the 

constant coefficient w = 1 half space problem: 

(BAa) 

with 

for m = 1,2,··· ,M. (BAh) 
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We seek the solutions of Eqs.(BA.a) of the form 

- L -£.jr Pm,j+t - me . (B.5) 

Inserting this ansatz into the homogeneous equation (BA.a) yields the eigenvalue 

equation 

Assume the normalization conditions is 

t L Lnan = 1, 
l:::;lnl:::;M 

then the eigenfunctions become 

and the normalization condition (B.7) implies 

M [Ill pee) = 1- t Lam l-e~T + l-e-~T = O. 
m=l 1 + pm-r - 1 + Pm r 

Notice that function pee) has poles at ±pm where 

1 r 
Pm = -In( - + 1) , 

r Pm 
(nl = 1,2,···,Af), 

(B.6) 

(B.7) 

(B.8) 

(B.9) 

(B.lO) 

so it is easy to show that P( e) has a double root at e = 0 plus 2Af - 2 simple roots, 

which must occur in pairs as 

(i = 1,2, .. ·,Af-1), (B.11) 

by symmetry of the quadrature sct such that all these simple roots are depcndent 

on the thickness of the spatial cell r and lie between the poles Pm , or 

Pi+l < a < Pi, (i=1,2, ... ,Af-l). (B.12) 
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By Rolle's Theorem to (B.lO) and (B.12), there exist 7][ E (l-'i~l ' :i) such that 

e~ = .!:. In( r7]~ + 1) , 
r 

(r,n = 1,2, ... ,AI). (B.13.a) 

or 

(B.13b) 

Plugging (B.13) back to (B.9) leads to the equations for 7]~, 

(B.14) 

Hence, the eigenvalues of problem (B.6) are 0 (double roots) and all ±er defined in 

(B.13) for i = 1,2"" , AI - 1 where 7][ can be obtained by solving (B.14). 

Inserting (B.13) into the ansatz (B.5) shows 

(B.15) 

Hence at the boundary layer, when r is large, or the spatial cells are thick, the decay 

becomes jth order algebraic instead of exponential. The thickness of the boundary 

layer now is in the order of the spatial zone length. This behavior near the boundary 

is unphysical due to numerical discretization with coarse spatial meshes. 

One can easily show that 1 and j r - J-lm are two independent eigenfunctions 

corresponding to the multiple root e = O. Since the eigenfunctions corresponding to 

nonzero eigenvalues are those defined by (B.8), we have by superposition principle 

that 

(B.16) 

where 

(B.17) 

The constants a and b and coefficient A (i) will be determined by the boundary 

condition at j = 0 and the matching condition as j r -+ 00. Clearly, the diffusion 
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approximation contains no exponential growth, so the matching condition implies 

that 

A(i) = 0, for (B.18) 

Employing (B.18) in (B.16) and then applying the boundary condition (BAa) at 

j = 0 yields 
M-l 

fLm =a-bpm+ L A(i)L~. (B.19) 
i=l 

Combining (B.13), (B.18) with (B.19) gives 

M-l 

'" (') 1 f Lm = a - bpm + LA' , 
i=l 1 - Pm1]Jn 

(B.20) 

which, as stated in Appendix A, can be solved for a and A(i) as functions of bas 

and 

M 

a=).Tb+ LfLmW~, 
m=l 

(B.21) 

A(i) = b( _1)M II 1]~ II 1: - Pm II 1 - 1]~ + L fL mPT~i) , M-l M ( )M-l( T)-l M 
n=1 m=1 1], n=1 1], m=1 

n;toi 

(B.22) 

where 

(B.23) 

is the distance in mean free path of the discrete extrapolated endpoint from the 

boundary for the step method , 

w~ = (_I)M-1 IT ~ - Pm II (Pm - Pn)-1 , 
M-1 ( ) M 

n=1 1]n ,,=1 

(B.24) 

n;tom 

is the discrete W -function for step method, and 

M-l M-1 ( T) -1 M () 
p:;(i) = II (1 - 11~Pm) IT 1 - 17~ IT (Pm - Pn)-1 1: - Pn . (B.25) 

n=1 ,,=1 1], ,,=1 1], 
n;toi ,,;tom 
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To complete the matching procedure, we assume the existence of a domain 

of overlap in which both the boundary layer and interior (diffusion) expansions are 

valid. Then by comparing the expansions at a fixed point of j T we obtain the 

matching conditions. First let us consider the behavior of Pm,j+ t for j T -t 00 as 

E -t O. As jT -t 00 , Pm,Ht behaves like 

(B.26) 

Now we examine the behavior of the interior expansion for jT fixed. Recall the 

interior expansion (4.11) and (4.12) for pm > 0, 

where 8 satisfies the discrete diffusion equation 

1 - --
- 2(Bj+1- 2Bj+Bj_J)=0. 
(~z) 

Rewriting the discrete diffusion equation (B.28) as a recursive relation 

8 '+1 - 8' - 8' - 8, 1 ] ] -] ]-, 

leads to that for all j, 

and 

8j = (8j - 8j_J) + (8j-1 - 8j-2) + ... + (81 - ( 0 ) + 80 • 

Applying (B.30) in (B.31) and using 80 = 81. give 
2 

Now employing (B.30) and (B.32) in (B.27), we get 

(B.27) 

(B.28) 

(B.29) 

(B.30) 

(B.31) 

(B.32) 

(B.33) 
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by using T = d'r ~z. Matching Eqs.(B.33) with (B.26) implies 

b = 81 - 80 • 
jjT~z 

(B.34) 

Equations (B.34) and (B.20) then gives the discrete diffusion boundary conditions 

for step method at x = XL, 

(B.35.a) 

Similarly, at the right boundary x = XR, we have 

(B.35.b) 

where AT and w:;' are both T dependent. 
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Appendix C 

THE BOUNDARY LAYER ANALYSIS FOR THE CEEP SCHEME 

We start with the cell-edge even-parity scheme 

(C.la) 

for j = 2,3"", J and the boundary condition 

for m > 0 where the scalar flux 

(C.ld) 

For simplicity, we assume that jjT ,jjA ,Q and !::..Z are all constants in the 

boundary layer. So we omit the subscripts j when there is no ambiguity. In the 

boundary layers, we use the boundary layer scaling!::..z = O(€~). Under this scaling, 

(C.2) 

Thus the scattering ratio 

aT - a A a'\ aA!::..z 
w=---=I--=l---

aT aT!::..Z 

O(€~) 2 
= 1 - 1 = 1 + O( € ), 

O(c:! ) 

(C.3) 

is slowly variant. Clearly (C.2) is a diffusive scaling such that the cell thinkness T 

is big. Hence the boundary layer is not resolved under this scaling. 
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Below we consider the boundary layer at x - x L only. Introducing the 

stretching transformation 
j 

Hj = L (ar ~zh , (C.4) 
'.=1 

or 

r = Hj - Hj-1 = ar jj.z , (C.5) 

on Eqs.(C.I) and omitting all O(€2) term leads to the constant coefficient w = I 

half space problem: 

M P '+1. - P . 1 p. .1 - P .:\ 
2 m,} 2 m'}-2 2 m,}- 2 m'}-2 - L (C.6a) 

-J-lm + J-lm + Pm }'_!. - Pn }·_.1 a n , r r' 2 ' 2 
n=1 

with the boundary condition for m > 0, 

P 3-P 1 M 
2 m'2 m'2 1 f 1 L -J-lm + -2TPm 1. + J-lmPm!. = J-lm Lm + -2 T Pn loan, 

T '2' 2 '2 
n=1 

(C.6b) 

We seek the solutions of Eqs.(C.6) of the form 

. -I 6r Pm,j+t - me . (C.7) 

Inserting this ansatz into the homogeneous equations (C.6a) yields the eigenvalue 

equations 

(C.8) 

The eigenvalue e then satisfies 

(C.g) 

or, after rewriting it, 

(C.IO) 
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and the corresponding eigenfunction Lm is given by 

(C.11) 

Recall the eigenvalue equation for constant coefficient w = 1 discrete-ordinate 

method (3.21) and compare it with the eigenvalue equation (C.8) one immediately 

obtains 

i = 1,2"", M - 1, (C.12) 

where ei'S are the nonzero simple eigenvalues of those of discrete-ordinate equations. 

Solving (C.12) for e (which depends on r) one can get 

i = 1,2"" ~ M - 1, (C.13) 

Therefore the complete eigenvalues of (C.8) are composed of those defined by (C.13) 

plus a double root er = 0 which can be easily verified from (C.8) by the constraint 

(3.1)-(3.3) on the symmetric quadrature set. Correspondently the eigenfunctions 

are those defined by (C.11), i.e., 

z( i) = ___ -:-;:-1_--:-;:--_ 
m C"T -e:T • 1 2 e I ±e I -2 

- J-lm r2 

i = 1,2"" ,M - 1, (C.14) 

and two linearly independent ones 1 and j h corresponding two the degenerate roots 

O. Thus any solution Pm,i±t can be represently by a linear combination of the 

complete eigenfunction set, 

b · '""" A(i) 1 -er ir Pm,i±-21 = a + 'Jr + 6 eTT -eTT e . 1 _ 2 e i ±e i -2 
1 ~lil~M -1 J-lm r2 

(C.15) 

Inserting positive a defined by (C.13) into the ansatz (C.7) shows 

(C.16) 

for r large. Hence at the boundary layer, when r is large, or the cells are thick, the 

decay becomes algebraic instead of exponential. The thickness of the boundary layer 
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now is also in the order of the spatial zone length. This behavior near the boundary 

is unphysical also due to numerical discretization with coarse spatial meshes. 

Clearly, the diffusion approximation contains no higher order algebraic 

growth, so the matching condition implies that 

A(i) = 0, for (C.17) 

and (C.15) becomes 

M-l 
_ b' "" A(i) 1 -e[ jT Pm,j+1. - a + 'JT + L..t (:r -err e . 

2 '_ 1 _ 2 e. +e • -2 
1-1 J-lm T2 

(C.18) 

Employing (C.18) in the boundary condition (C.6b) at j = 0, applying (C.8) and 

(C.12) yield 
M 1 orr _orr - 1 e'i -e 'i 

f - b "" A(i) + J-lm 2T 
Lm - a - J-lm + L..t 1 _ 2 ~~ • 

i=1 J-l m I 

(C.19) 

This is a system of linear algebraic equations which can be solved for a and A(i) as 

functions of b. For example, applying Cramer's rule on (C.19) leads to 

det 

det 

1 

L(M-l) 
1 

L(M-l) 
2 

(C.20) 
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where 
e!'r -e!'T 

1 + e. -e • 
L(i) _ Jlm 2T 

m - 1- Jl~er 
(C.21) 

for m = 1,2"" ,M and i = 1,2"", M - 1. One can write (C.20) in a simple way 

as 
M 

a=ATb+ 2:JLmW~, (C.22) 
m=l 

where 
L(l) L(M-1) 

Jl1 1 1 

det Jl2 
L(l) 

2 
L(M-1) 

2 

JlM 
L(l) L(M-1) 

AT = M M 

1 L(l) L(M-1) 
1 1 

(C.23) 

det 
1 L(l) 

2 
L(M-l) 

2 

1 L(l) 
M 

L(M-l) 
M 

and w~ can be determined by equating the coefficients of JL m from 

JLl 
L(l) 

1 
L(M-l) 

1 

det 
JL2 

L(l) 
2 

L(M-l) 
2 

JLM 
L(l) L(M-l) M 

M M = 2: JLmW~. (C.24) 
1 L(l) L(M-l) 

1 1 m=l 

1 L(l) L(M-l) 

det 2 2 

1 L(l) 
M 

L(M-l) 
M 

Here A T is the distance in mean free paths of the discrete extrapolated endpoint from 

the boundary for the CEEP scheme method and w~ is the discrete W -function for 

the CEEP scheme. They all depend on the zone thickness r. 

To complete the matching procedure, we assume the existence of a domain 

of overlap in which both the boundary layer and interior (diffusion) expansions are 

valiC. Then by comparing the expansions at a fixed point Zj = jr we obtain the 
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matching conditions. First let us consider the behavior of Pm,j+t for jT -+ 00 as 

€ -+ o. As jT -+ 00 , Pm,j+t behaves like 

(C.25) 

Now we examine the behavior of the interior expansion for jT fixed. Under the 

boundary layer asymptotic scaling (C.2), one can show by asymptotic analysis that 

the interior expansion for pm > 0. is 

(C.26) 

where OJ solves the discrete diffusion equation 

(C.27) 

Since we assumed that in the first few zones, dr j ,ciA j, 6.z j and Q j are all constants. 

Note that the discrete diffusion equation (C.27) gives a recursive relation 

(C.28) 

which implies 

2j-l 

0).+1. - 0)._1. = O!! - 01. + 3U"ffI'(6.z? '" 01.+1. - 3ffI'(6.z)2(j - l)Q. (C.29) 
2 222 L....J 22 

i=l 

or 

2j-l 

0)+1. = 0)._1. + O!! - 01. + 3U"ffI'(6.z)2 '" 01.+1. - 3ffI'(6.z?(j - l)Q. (C.30) 
2 222 L....J2 2 

i=l 

Therefore 

0)'+1 = 01 + j(O!! - 01.) 
2 2 2 2 

j-12k-1 j 

+ 35-'1ffI'(6.z)2 L L 0t+-} - 3ffI'(6.z? L(i -l)Q. (C.3l) 
k=O i=l i=2 
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Dividing both sides of (C.29) by aT ~z, we also get 

(C.32) 

Assume OJ+t, aT and Q are bounded near the boundary, i.e., 

I err I 5: C, and IQI5: Q, (C.33) 

for some positive numbers ]VI,C and Q. Under the asymptotic scalings (C.2), (C.32) 

becomes 
0"+ 1. - 0 "_ 1. O;! - 01 

J 2 J 2 = 2 2 +R 
UT ~z UT ~z 1, 

(C.34) 

where 
- /I 

IRII 5: 3(2j - l)MQA ~z + 3(j - l)Q~z = O( €a), (C.35) 

since j is fixed and small, and (C.31) becomes 

(C.36) 

where 

IR21 5: 3(2j - 1)2 M(err ~z)(o--\ ~z) + 3j2(err ~z)(Q~z) = O(€-t). O(€~) = O(€S). 

(C.37) 

Now, substituting (C.34)-(C.37) into (C.26) yields 

(C.38) 

Matching Eqs.(C.38) with (C.25) implies 

(C.39) 
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Equations (C.39) and (C.22) then give the discrete diffusion boundary conditions 

for multiple balance method at x = XL, 

- h Of! - 01. I:M 

(}l. - \ ---=-2 _~2 f r A -;- = LmWm. 
~ (5T 6.zh 

m=l 

(G.4Da) 

Similarly, at the right boundary x = XR, we have 

(GADb) 
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Appendix D 

PROOF OF THEOREMS IN CHAPTER 5 

As we have seen, the construction of the boundary layer correctors plays a 

crucial role in the proof of uniform convergence of numerical transport in diffusive 

regimes. The analogous result of Theorem 5.3 for the transport equation has been 

considered by many authors in several explicit cases (cf. [7). However, the general 

case for the transport equation has only been treated by Bensoussan, Lions and 

Papanicolaou [4] and by Bardos, Santos and Sentis [3]. In [4], the proof relys on 

probability theory. [3] handles it by energy method. Here we apply the energy 

method to the semi-discrete method (the discrete-ordinate method) and a fully

discrete method (the CEEP scheme). 

Theorem 5.3 For any bounded data fm , there exists a solution Im(Z) E 

LOO((O, 00)) of the constant coefficient homogeneous discrete-ordinate equation 

Z E (0,00), (D.1a) 

with the boundary condition 

Im(O) = fm - 0, for m> 0, (D.lb) 

such that 

for all Z E (0,00) where a is some positive constant. 

Proof: The existence can be proved using the half-space theory for constant 

coefficient discrete-ordinate method developed in Chapter 3. Here we use another 

approach. Consider the following iteration: 

a fI+ fI_n=T Pm ZIJn 1m -, , 
(D.2) 

Im(O) = fm - 0, for m > o. 
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Without loss of generality, we consider the case 0 $ 1m $ A. Starting from ,!!. = O. 

The solution of (D.2) can be written as 

for Jlm > 0 j 
(D.3) 

for Jlm < O. 

It is easy to verify from (D.3) that if 1'~-1 2:: 0, then ,~ 2:: OJ if ,~-l $ A, then 

1'~ $ Aj if 1'~-1 ~ ,~-2, then ,~ ~ 1'~-1. Therefore the sequence ,n is monotone 

and bounded. Its limit satisfies equations (D. 1). So the existence holds. 

To prove the exponential decay of 1'm(z) satisfying (D.l), assume that Ilm-
01 $ A and l1'm(z)1 $ A for all 1 $ Iml $ M and all z > O. We first claim that 

- 1 
Jl2, = C(O)(= Co - 30)' or 

To show this, we multiply (D.la) by am and sum over all 1 $ Iml $ M to obtain 

8z ( L amJlm,m) + L a m(1'm - 7) = O. (DA) 
l::;lml::;M l::;lml::;M 

Since l:l::;lml::;M am,m = 1', (DA) gives Jl1' = C. Multiply (D.la) by amJlm and 

sum over all m lead to 

Note the last term in (D.5) vanishes due to the symmetry of the quadrature set, 

hence (D.5) becomes 

Thus Jl2, = Jl21'(0)-Cz since Jl1' = C. It is assumed that 1'm is bounded, hence Jl2, 

should be bounded and therefore C = O. So we have Jl1' = 0 and Jl2, = Jl21'(0) = 

C(O) where C(O) is a function of 0 since 1'(0) is by (D.lb). 

Let 1'~l be the solution of (D.l) with 0 = 0 and define Co = Jl2,o, then the 

linearity of the equation (D.l) implies 1'm = '~l -O. Whence C(O) = Co - kO. 
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Next we show that 

/1/'12 = J-l{t - ,)2 . (D.6) 

This easily follows from 

L amJ-lm'!. = L amJ-lm{tm -, +;:y? 
l~lml~M l~lml~M 

L amJ-lm(,m -;:y? + 27" L amJ-lm,m _,2 L amJ-lm 
l~lml~M l~lml~M l~lml~M 

= J-l(, - ,)2 + 2;:y J-l, 

= J-l{t _,)2, 

by our early statement that J-l, = o. 
We next show J-l,2 ;::: O. Multiply (D.1a) by, implies 

8Z (tJ-l,2) +(,-,h=8z (tJ-l,2) +(t-,)2 =0. (D.7) 

Therefore J-l,2(z) is monotonely decreasing in z. In addition, (D.7) also implies 

if one assumes that l,m(z)1 :s; A. Therefore {t -;:Y)2 E L1 and consequently there 

exists a sequence Zn -+ 00 such that 

then, by (D.6), 

By the mono ton ely decreasing fact of J-l'Y2, this leads to that J-l,2 ( z) ~ 0 as z -+ 00. 

In particular, /1,2 ;::: o. 
Now it is the time to show the integrated exponential decays. For 0 < f3 < 1, 

mlultiply (D.1a) by 'm(Z)e2.B z and observe that 

(D.S) 
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Using (D.6) and integrating (D.S) over [0, L], one gets 

Since /1/"(2 ~ 0, (D.9) implies 

(D.lO) 

Without loss of generality pick () such that p2'Y = O. Then one has 

since t Ll~lml~M amP~ = t· By Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, 

(D.ll) 

whence 

e2Pz;y2(z)dz < P . 1= 94A2 

o - 2(1 -,8) 
(D.12) 

Combining (D.IO) and (D.12) yields 

(D.13) 

because of the Pythagoras equality 

(D.14) 

Finally we prove the pointwise exponential decay. Multiply (D.la) by Pm'Ym 

and sum over all m, one obtains 

(D.15) 

In (D.15), we used the fact that 
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since we proved eariler that Jl,,( = O. By (D.13), there exists a sequence Zn ~ 00 

such that "(2(zn) ~ OJ in particular, Jl2"(2(zn) ~ 0 because Jl2,,(2 ~ "(2. Therefore 

(D.15) leads to 

Whence 

Hence 
- '""' 2 '""' 2 "(2(z) = L....J am"(m(Z) + L....J am"(m(Z) 

Il'm I<T Il'm I>T 

~A2 ~ am + ~Jl2"(2 
T 

Il'ml<T 

A 2 '""' 1 A2 -2{3z 
~ L....J am + T2 (1 _ /3) e . 

Il'ml<T 

Assume that I L:ll'ml<T ami ~ KTj pick T = inf(l, e-~{3Z)j then 

By the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, one has 

Now we use the information in (D.la). For Jlm > 0, 



whence 

For J1.m < 0, 

thus, 

l'Ym(z)1 ::;Ae-z + r e-::': _1_A'e-~,88 ds 
Jo J1.m 

<A -z + 1 A'lz -(Z--8)( .....L-1.,8) d e - e I'm 3 S 
- J1.m 0 

<Ae-Z + ~A' e-~,8z 1 
- Pm _1_ - 1(3 

I'm 3 

<A -z + 3 A' -~,8z - e 3 a e . 
- fJJ1.m 

100 -' 1 
'Ym(z) = e lI'ml--::y(s)ds, 

Z lJ1.m I 

l'Ym(z)1 ::; _I_A' 100 
e -8(~+!,8) ds 

lJ1.m I Z 

< _I_A' 1 e- k,8z 
- lJ1.m I _1_ + -31 (3 Il'ml 

< Ae-z + 3 A' e- k,8z . 
- 3 + (31J1.m I 

Therefore we get the pointwise exponential decay for 'Ym(z). 
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Theorem 5.4 is a natural conclusion of the following stronger result and the 

corresponding Corollary D.2 which shows the existence of a supersolution. 

Theorem D.l There exists a bounded function vm(z) E Loo((O, oo» uni

formly in m satisfying 

8 + -> -(jz J1.m zVm Vm - V _ ze ; for m > 0, (D.16) 

for z > A and ° < 0 < 1 where A is some positive number. 

Proof: The idea is to use a special solution of the homogeneous discrete

ordinate equations 

<Pm(z) = 3(J1.m - z). 
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Define L by 

for any flux 1/Jm, one can easily verify 

(D.17) 

The following statement is essential for our proof. If 

then 

Applying it to (D.17) with 9 = e-6%4Y and h = -Sfl4Ye-6% implies 

(D. IS) 

and again applying the statement to (D.1S) with 9 = e-6%4Ym - Sflm4Yme-6% and 

h = Sfl~Ox(4Yme-6%), one gets 

(flmO% + L)[e-6z 4Ym - Sflm4Yme-6% - Sfl~O%(4Yme-6%)] 

= -&-6% + SOz(fl~ 4Ye-6%) - Sfl~nO%%( 4Ye-6%) 

= Km(Z), 

where, after some algebraic calculation, 

provided 0 < S < 7a. Fixing S, then if Z > A for A large enough, 

1 
n. (z) > _S2 ze -6% 

m - 4 . 

(D.19) 

(D.20) 
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Thus Eqs.(D.19) and (D.20) show that 

Vrn = e-6z cPm - bJ-lrncPme-6z - bJ-l~az(cPrne-6z) + B 

= 3e-6z [J-lm + 3bJ-l~ + b2J-l:n - z(l + bJ-lrn + b2J-l~)] + B, 

is the solution of problem (D.16). By adding some positive constant B we obtain a 

positive function V rn . So Theorem D.1 is proved. 

Theorem D.1 easily yields the following corollary. 

Corollary D.2: There exists a function v~) (z) E Loo( (0,00)) uniformly in 

m satisfying 

11 a v(l) + v(l) _ til) > Ce-6z . ,...m Z rn m _ , for m> 0, 

for z > 0 and 0 < b < 1. 

Proof: U sing the translation 

y = z - A, (D.21) 

in Theorem D.1, then y > 0 and (D.16) becomes 

J-lrnaZv~) + v~) - v(l) ~ (y + A)e-6(y+A) = ye-6(u+ A) + Ae-6A e-6y 

> A -6A -6y - C -6y _ e e - e , 

where C = Ae-M > o. v~,!)(O) ~ 0 follows from the positivity of v rn . 

To prove theorem 5.5, due to the fact that the right hand side of (3.12a) is 

bounded, it suffices to show the following existence of a supersolution: 

Theorem D.3: For any constant A ~ 0 there exists a positive function 

Xm(z) E Loo((O, 00)) satisfying 
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with the boundary condition 

Xm(O) ~ 0, for m > O. 

Proof: See reference [11]. 

Now we prove Theorem 5.S. 

Theorem 5.8: For any bounded data 1m , there exists a bounded solution 

r m(z) E [00 of the constant coefficient homogeneous CEEP equation with uniform 

spatial cell length T = b.z > 2: 

1/2 1/2 --
rm (rE rE) rm (rE rE) rE - rE -- m ]'+1. - m ]'_1. + - m ]'_1. - m ]'_~ + T m ]'_1. - T ]'_.l' 

T '2 '2 T '2 '2 '2 2 

with the boundary condition 

rm.l = 1m - 8, 
, 2 

for 

such that 

m>O, 

l~j~J. 

l~j~J, 
(D,22a) 

(D.22b) 

(D.23) 

Proof: The existence can be shown by using the half-space theory for the 

homogeneous CEEP equations developed in Chapter 4. In fact, the solution of 

(D.22a) can be written as 

where T/i'S are the nonzero simple eigenvalues of the eigenvalue problem of the 

constant coefficient CEEP scheme defined by 

i=1,2,···,M-1, 
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while e's are the corresponding eigenvalues of the constant coefficient discrete

ordinate method. Given boundary condition (D.22b), the coefficients can be de

termined by (see Chapter 4) 

M 

a=A'b+ L(!m-0)Wm , 
m=l 

and 
M 

B(i) = (3(i) b + L (J m - 0 )P!,!) , 
m=l 

Here A' is the extrapolated endpoint in mean free path of the CEEP scheme, 

(3(i) , W m and p~) all depend on the quadrature set. 

We now prove the algebraic decay of the solution of (D.22). We do it in five 

steps. Assume that r E "+ 1 is bounded. We first show that 
m,J 2" 

or (D.24) 

Multiply (D.22a) by am and then sum it over alII ~ Iml ~ M give 

which immediately results 

Thus 

Since r E is bounded, hence C = o. So (D.24) is true. 

Next we show that 

r E 2 _ r E 2 
2 Ht i-t 

-J-L 
T [ 

rE - rE ]2 
= !(r~ - r~~ ) + !(r~ - r~ ) _ i+t i-t 

J-L 2 J+t J+t 2 J-t J-t J-L T 

(D.25) 
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Since r E is an even function of m, (D.25) follows from 

r E +rE r E r E 
'+1. '_1. '+1. - '_1. = 2 J-l2 ) 2 ) 2 ) 2 ) 2 

2 T 

(
rE + r E r~+!. - r~_.1)2 i+t i-t ) 2 ) 2 = -J-l - J-l 2 T 

r E +rE r E +rE 
( 

'+.1 '_.1 '+1. '_.1 )2 )2 )2 }2 = -J-l -2 2 

r E rE 2 '+.1 - '_1.) ) 2 ) 2 
-J-l 

T 

(D.26) 

In (D.26) the last equality holds because the cross term 

r~+ 1 + r~ 1 (r~+ 1 + r~ 1 r~+ 1 - r~ 1) ) - )-- ) - )-- ) - )--2J-l 2 2 2 2 _ J-l 2 2 

2 2 T (D.27) 
__ __ r~+.1 - r~ .1 

= _ (r~ + r~ ) 2 ) 2 )- 2 = 0 )+t )-t J-l T 

by (D.24). 

We now prove 

(D.28) 

Multiply (D.22a) 'by r~ )'_1.am and sum over alII ~ Iml ~ M gives 
, 2 

or 
r E 2 _ 'JrE 2 + r E 2 

1/ 2 '+ 1. ~'1 ':I 
__ r' ) 2 )-'2 )-'2 +1 +(r~ -r~ )2=0 

2 T2 1 )-t )-t ' (D.29) 

where 

2 
-L[(rE _ r E )2 + (rE _ r E )2] -2 2 '+1 ,t '1':1' T );; )-;; )-'2 )-'2 



Thus (D.29) becomes 

rE 2 rE 2 rE 2 rE 2 
/1 2 '+ 1 - '1. /1 2 , 1 - , 3 

__ r'_ J '2 J- 2 _ _ r'_ J-"i J-'2 

2 r2 2 r2 

[(rE rE)2 (rE rE )2] 2 '1.-,1. ' 1- , 3 +!!:....- J+ 2 J- 2 + J- 2 J-"i +(r~ -r~ )2=0. 
2 r r J-t J-t 

This obviously gives 

r E 2 r E 2 
/1 2 '+.1 - '_.1 

__ r'_ J 2 J 2 

2 r2 

r E 2 r E 2 
1/ 2 j_.1 - j_;}. < __ r'_ 2 2 

2 r2 

rE 2_rE 2 

Hence -Lf j + t r2 j - t is monotonely decreasing. Define 
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(D.30) 

[(rE rE)2 (rE rE )2] 2 '1.- 'I '1- '3 __ 2 
S' = !!:....- J+ 2 J-"i + J-"i J-'2 + (r~ 1 - r~ ) > 0 

J 2 r r J-'2 J-t ' 

then (D.30) implies 

r E2 _ r E2 
/l 2 ;}. .1 

__ r'_ 2 2 

2 r 

for r > 2. So there exists a sequence jn such that 

S' -t 0 In as n-too. (D.31) 

From (D.25), 

<_ !(r~ I - r~ 1) + !(r~ 1 - r~ 1) _ J+'2 J-'2 [ 
__ __ r~ 1 - r~ 1]2 

2 J+'2 J+"i 2 J-'2 J-'2 /-L r 

-[!(rE _ rE ) + !(rE _ rE )]2 + /-L 2 (rE _ rE )2 
- 2 Nt Nt 2 j-t i-t r2 Nt i-t· 
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Thus (D.31) yields 

r E 2 _ r E 2 
, +1. ' +.L _ p,2 )n 2 )n 2 ~ 0 

r 
as n~oo. 

rE 2_rE 2 

Since -e;. H1 r2 j-1 is monotonely decreasing, therefore (D.28) holds. 

We now show the integrated algebraic decays. Multiply (D.22a) by 

r~ )'-1. r 2(j-t)am and sum over all 1 ::; Iml ::; M, one obtains 
, 2 

or 

where 

=0, 

1/2 [ (r~ I + r~ 3 )] 
- _r'_ (r? 1 - r? 3)r2(j-t) )-'2 )-'2 r- 1 - r? 1 

r2 )-'2 )-'2 2 )-'2 

=r2j p,2 (r? 1 - r? 1)2 + r 2(j-l) p,2 (r? 1 - r~ 3)2 
2r2 )+'2 )-'2 2r2 )-'2 )-t' 

2 
+ (r - 1)r2(j-t) t:...r? 1 (r? 1 - r? ) 

r2 )-'2 )+'2 )-t 

+(1_r-1 )r2(j-t)p,2 r ? l(r? 1 -r? 3) 
r2 )-'2 )-'2 )-'2 

,-1/~2~------------ ,~2~------------

=r2) _t"'_(r? 1 - r? 1)2 + r 2()-I) ~(r? 1 - r? 3)2 
2r2 )+'2 )-'2 2r2 )-'2 )-'2 

- (r -1)r2(j-t)£"(r? 1 - r~ - p,(r? 1 - r? 1 ))2 
2r )-'2 )-t r )+'2 )-'2 

- (1- r- 1)r2U- t )£"(r? 1 - r? 1 - p,(r? - r? 3))2 
2r )-'2 )--;; r )-t )-'2 

(D.32) 
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The last equality is by the same argument as in (D.27). Moreover, since r > 2, 

12 > r2j JL2 (r~ _ r~ 1)2 + r 2(j-I) JL2 (r~ - r~ 3)2 
- 2r2 }+t }-'2 2r2 }-t )-~ 

_ r 2j - I JL (r~ 1 __ r~ _ JL(r~ _ r~ ))2 
2 }-;; }-t r }+t }-t 

_ r 2j - 2 JL (r~ _ r~ _ JL (r~ _ r~ 3))2 
2 }-t }-t r }-t }-;; 

, 1/.2 1/.2 
> r2) _r_(r? 1 - r~ )2 + r 2j - I _r_(r~ - r~ 3)2 
- 2r2 }+'2 }-t 2r2 }-t }-~ 

- r 2j- 11 (r~ 1 - r~ 1 - JL (r~ 1 _ r~ )) 2 
2 }-;; }-'2 r }+;; }-t 

- r 2j- 21 (r~ - r~ 1 - JL(r~ _ r~ 3 ))2 
2 }-t }-'2 r }-t }-'2 

, 1/.2 --;2:--------

= r2) _r_(r~ 1 - r~ )2 + r 2(j-I) L(r~ 1 - r~ 3)2 
2r2 }+'2 }-t 2r2 }-'2 }-~ 

_ r2j-Il(r~ _ rlP )2 _ r2j-I1 JL2 (r~ _ r~ )2 
2 }-t }-t 2r2 }+t }-t 

2 
- r 2j- 21(rlP - rlP 1)2 - r 2j- 21 ~(rlP - rlP 3)2 

2 }-t }-'2 2r2 }-t )-~ 

Applying (D.33) in (D.32) gives 

Since 

(D.33) 

(D.34) 

1 
2(j_l) r + 1 2j-2 > 2j-l r + '27 2}'-2 2j-I 3 2}'-I 1 2(j--21) r 2 - --7 7 - 7 = 7 - -7 = -7 

2 - 2 4 4 

for 7 > 2, (D.34) gives 
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Therefore, 

By (D.28), one has 

J J 

""" r 2U- 1)(rlp - rlp 1 )2 r <= """ r 2U- t )(rlp - rlp )2 < 4A. ~ )_1 )__ - ~ )_1 )_1 -
• 2 2. 2 2 
)=1 )=1 

(D.35) 

Without loss of generality, assume p.2rI!l+1. = O. Then (D.ll) holds and consequently 
) 2 

(D.36) 

Combining (D.35) and (D.36) yield 

(D.37) 

because of the Pythagoras inequality (D.14). 

Finally we can prove the average exponential decays. (D.37) implies imme

diately 

r 2j- 1rlp 2 < 4(1 + 3114)A )-t - r' 

or, 

rf_t 2 ~ 4(1 +3p.4)Ar-(2j-l). 

By Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, 

This completes our proof. 

Theorem 5.9 is true if the following stronger result is true since it gives a 

su persol u tion. 
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Theorem D.4: For function r m(z) defined in Theorem 5.8 and a uniform 

mesh length r = D..z ~ 4, there exists a positive function 1 m(z) E [00 satisfying 

and 

lm.l>o, 
'2 -

for m>O, 

for some positive constant A. 

Proof: Similar to the proof of Theorem D.1, we choose the function as 

whose even-parity is then 

where 
1 

0= -lnr, 
r 

and a remains to be defined. It can be easily verified that 

(D.43) 

(6//4 r-1-3r//2 _3a2 // 4 )c6T ±e-6T
_2 +6(,,2 +a2 ,,4 )c6T _1 _6,,2 +2 

rm r,n rnl T r'll rm T rnl 

(D.39) 

We choose a = 1/(2.Ji). Applying (D.3S), 

e15T + e-OT 
- 2 1 7 + 7-

1 
- 2 1 ( 2) 1 2 

---.,,----=- >- 1-- >-=a >0, 
7 2 r 7 - 7 7 - 27 
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for r > 4. Also for 0 < a < 1 and 0 < Pm < 1, the following inequality can be 

obtained from (D.39), 

6( ~ + f:r - f.;) + 12(1 - ~) + 2 
=--

(j - t)r 
1 (DAO) 

4r 

1 21 > - - ----,,-
- 4r (j - t)r· 

So for sufficiently large (j - t)r, 

LyE '+1 1 
m,l '2 >_ 

1 - • 

( ' 1) -li(j--)r 8r J - '2 re 2 

Plugging (D.38) in (DAO) and using r > 4, we finally get 

LyE > 1 ( . 1) -li(j_I)r > 1 -li(j_I)r 1 _(j_I) 
. 1. - J - - e 2 -e 2 = -r 2. 

m,)- 2 - 8 2 - 16 16 

which proves Theorem DA. 

To prove Theorem 5.10, since the right hand side of (5.25) is bounded, it 

suffices to show 

Theorem D.5: For any positive constant A, there exists a bounded func

tion X m ( z) E 100 satisfying 

~A, 

with the boundary condition 

Xm 1. > 0, 
'2 -

for m>O. 

Proof: See reference [11]. 
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